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A B S T R A C T
A Paley-W iener Theorem  for all connected, simply-connected two and three- 
step nilpotent Lie groups is proved. If /  e Z£°(G), where G  is a  connected, simply- 
connected two or three-step nilpotent Lie group such th a t the operator-valued 
Fourier transform  (p{7r) =  0 for all 7r in E ,  a  subset of G of positive Plancherel 
measure, then  it is shown th a t /  =  0 a. e. on G. The proof uses representation- 
theoretic m ethods from Kirillov theory for nilpotent Lie groups, and uses an integral 
formula for the operator-valued Fourier transform  £>(7r). It is also shown by example 
th a t the condition th a t G be simply-connected is necessary.
C H A P T E R  1 
IN T R O D U C T IO N  A N D  BA C K G R O U N D
§1.1 Introduction
Harmonic analysis on Lie groups is a  natural outgrowth of Fourier analysis, 
where the underlying spaces are generalized from ]Rn and the unit circle to more 
general groups, including nonabelian groups. It is a  well-known fact th a t if /  is a
compactly supported, bounded, measurable function on IRn , then the Fourier trans-
»•»* _
form /  cannot vanish on any set of positive measure in IRn unless /  is identically 0.
This is part of the classical Paley-W iener Theorem, and is proved by showing tha t
^  <«*S.
/  has an extension to an entire function on complex n-space. /  cannot vanish on 
any set of positive measure in ]Rn unless bo th  /  and /  are identically 0 .
This kind of theorem is powerful because it has m any applications, including 
to signal processing. If f ( t ) is a time-limited signal, then this theorem  tells us 
th a t f(u}) cannot be a  frequency-limited signal. T hat is, if f(u>) vanishes on any 
frequency spectrum  interval of positive length, then f ( t ) m ust have been zero.
We will extend this property to simply connected two and three-step nilpotent 
Lie groups, which have the same underlying topological structure as Euclidean 
IRn space. B ut this is where the similarity ends, since these Lie groups are non­
abelian groups, which means, among other things, th a t you m ust define for these 
nonabelian groups a notion analogous to the frequency spectrum  in the abelian case. 
Although this is not a  theorem  about signal processing, the analogy is apt because 
the frequency spectrum  from Fourier analysis is generalized to  representations of 
Lie groups. The set of these representations, or “generalized frequencies” , for a 
given Lie group is denoted G. This dissertation is a partial conclusion to a 
conjecture m ade by Moss in [M], and the result we prove here is the following:
T h e o re m  1 . Let g be a two or three-step nilpotent Lie algebra, let G  =  exp(g), 
so that G is connected and simply connected. Let G be the unitary dual o f G. Let
xv
£  L ^ ( G )  be such that ip(TT) =  0 , V7T € E  C G, where E  has positive Plancherel 
measure. Then ip =  0 almost everywhere on G.
C hapter 1 contains a very brief introduction to Lie groups as well as background 
m aterial for this problem. We break the proof of theorem  1 down into two parts: 
chapter 2 contains the proof of the two-step case, and chapter 3 contains the three- 
step case. The three-step case is much more complicated, bu t some of the subtleties 
which occur in the three-step case already occurred in the two-step case. We refer 
to the two-step case whenever possible.
§1.2 W h a t  A re  L ie  G ro u p s?
The best way to be introduced to Lie groups w ithout too much technical knowl­
edge is to see what particular Lie groups do to more familiar objects. Plane Eu­
clidean geometry from a standard  high school curriculum is something th a t almost 
everyone is familiar with, and the essential features are unaffected if the figures are 
moved around in the plane. The angles and sides of a  triangle, for example, will 
remain the same under translations and rotations in the plane, so th a t the essential 
features of this triangle are preserved. These operations, namely translations in the 
plane, and rotations around a fixed point in the plane, are the group of motions 
of the plane which preserve the usual Euclidean angles and distances. It is a  Lie 
group. O ther Lie groups are motions of more exotic spaces which also preserve key 
structural features inherent in these spaces.
Lie groups are broken down into basic types in the same way th a t integers are 
broken down into primes, and these basic types are studied. The two different basic 
types of Lie groups are semisimple Lie groups, and solvable Lie groups, and they 
are structurally  very different, so there are different m ethods used to study each
3
type. Nilpotent Lie groups are a special class of solvable Lie groups, and are in 
some sense the “nicest” because their representations are completely classified: The 
Russian m athem atician A. A. Kirillov developed a  theory which completely classi­
fies all the irreducible unitary  representations for any connected, simply-connected 
nilpotent Lie group. For a precise definition of irreducible unitary  representation, 
see section 1.3.
Any group can act on a  vector space, and this action reflects the structure of 
the group. This group action is called a representation. Finite groups have only a 
finite num ber of irreducible representations, and these representations are on finite­
dimensional vector spaces. Compact Lie groups have a countably infinite number 
of representations, and these representations are also on finite-dimensional vector 
spaces. Non-abelian simply connected nilpotent Lie groups are noncompact non­
abelian groups and so their irreducible representations are actions on a particular 
type of infinite-dimensional vector space, namely, H ilbert space, and this space 
has more structure than  an arb itrary  infinite-dimensional vector space. The set of 
all inequivalent, irreducible infinite-dimensional representations is an uncountably 
infinite set.
Any Lie group has an underlying manifold structure, and this manifold is a 
differentiable manifold. Hence, at any point of the manifold, we can look at the 
tangent space, which is essentially where the derivatives live. Lie groups have 
an additional structure over arbitrary  differentiable manifolds because the tangent 
space a t the identity element is identifiable w ith the associated Lie algebra of the 
Lie group, and it possesses all the algebraic structure of its Lie group. Thus, we can 
study the Lie algebra, which itself has the structure of a  vector space, to understand 
the group, at least locally. Simply connected nilpotent Lie groups can be understood 
globally in terms of the Lie algebra.
1.3 B asic  F a c ts  a b o u t  N ilp o te n t  L ie G ro u p s
This section is a  very brief introduction to  the structure  of nilpotent Lie groups. 
The book by Corwin and Greenleaf (see [CG]) provides a  comprehensive introduc­
tion, and is a  reference for this section. A Lie algebra 0 is called ‘nilpotent’ if its 
descending central series is finite, where
0(1) =  0 ,
0(fc+1) =  [0, 0(fc)] =  IR {[X ,Y ]  : X e & Y e g W } ,
defines th a t series inductively. If g(n+1) =  0 bu t 0 n̂) 0, then 0 is said to be
‘n-step nilpotent’. One-step nilpotent is abelian, and so two-step nilpotent is the 
simplest nonabelian algebra structure. 0 n̂) is contained in the center of the algebra 
for the n-step case. The function exp : 0 —» G  m aps the algebra to  the associated 
Lie group, and there is always a  connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group for 
any nilpotent Lie algebra 0 . In this case, the m ap exp is an analytic diffeomorphism 
(see [CG], p .13). The function exp also allows one to define an operation * in 0 
which reconstructs the group locally a t the identity e for any G.  We define X  * Y  
=  log (exp A  • expY). The Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula equates X  * Y  with 
combinations of the operations in 0 :
X * y = x  + y + i[x, Y] + i [x ,  [x,y]) -  i [ r ,  \x, y]] +...
Since 0 is nilpotent, this series is always finite.
Since 0 has a Lie algebra structure as well as an underlying vector space 
structure, there are certain types of bases which are very im portant. The set 
91 =  {X i, ...,-Xfc} is a  strong Malcev basis for 0 if 0  ̂ =  IR { X i,..., X.,} is an ideal 
for each 1 <  j  <  k. The set 91 =  IR {X i,..., X*,} is a  weak Malcev basis for 0 if 
Qj =  IR{Xi, . . . , X j }  is a subalgebra for each 1 <  j  < k. These bases are very im­
portan t in what we plan to do, and every nilpotent Lie algebra may be given bases 
of either kind.
If x, -y e G, then  the m ap a x : y  - 4  x y x ~ l is an inner autom orphism  of G, and 
its differential a t the identity element, Ad x =  d(ax)e : 9 -4 g, is an automorphism 
of the algebra g. The m ap ad X  : g -> g defined by ad X ( Y )  =  [X, Y] is an 
endomorphism of g. Since these algebras are nilpotent, this endomorphism will 
never be an isomorphism. We saw in section 1 th a t Lie groups act on certain spaces 
by moving elements around in those spaces in particular ways, and this action 
preserves the structure inherent in these spaces. Now we come to one of the most 
im portant actions of a  nilpotent Lie group for our purposes. If g* denotes the linear 
dual of the vector space structure  of g, then G acts on g* by the coadjoint map 
Ad* :
(Ad*(a:))£(y) =  ^((Ad x _ 1)y ) , for all Y e g ,  £eg*,anda: e G
The differential d(Ad*)e of the coadjoint m ap at the unit eeG is w ritten ad* : g —> 
End(g*), and is defined by
((ad*jr)£)(V ) =  t ( %  X})
The set G  is the set of (equivalence classes) of irreducible unitary representa­
tions of G, and is param etrized by the orbits in g* under the action of G by the 
coadjoint m ap (see [CG], chapter 3). This is the Kirillov model of G. Any unitary  
representation can be broken up into a direct integral of irreducible unitary repre­
sentations in the  same way th a t composite integers can be broken up into powers of 
primes. So the set of all irreducible unitary representations is an im portant object 
to study.
Two special subalgebras of g which play a crucial role in the representation 
theory of nilpotent Lie groups are the radical of t, and a polarizer for £, for all I  e g*:
the radical of £ = xg. =  { X e g  : (ad*X)£ = 0}
A polarizer for t  is a subalgebra of g which has maximal dimension subject to the 
restriction th a t it is an isotropic subspace of I. An isotropic vector subspace m of 
g has the property th a t for all X , Y  e m , £{[X, y ]) =  0.
6
These always exist for a  given i  in 0*, and the radical is uniquely defined. 
However, a  polarizer for t  is not unique, and this is one of the complications of the 
theory, bu t also a source of its versatility. t£ is the radical of the skew-symmetric 
bilinear form Bg defined by B g ( X ,Y )  = £{[X, Y]), and this bilinear form and its 
various m atrix  representations will play a  key role in th a t which follows. Since a 
polarizer for I  is a maximal isotropic subspace, this guarantees th a t £([iri£, m^]) =  0 , 
so th a t the character x(exP m£) =  defines a  one-dimensional representa­
tion of the subgroup Mg — exp m^. It is from this character representation th a t we 
use the machinery of induced representation theory of Mackey to get the irreducible 
unitary representations of G (see C hapter 2, [CG]).
A unitary representation of a  nilpotent Lie group G  is a  strong operator con­
tinuous homomorphism 7r of G  into the group U(T-LV) of unitary  operators on a 
separable Hilbert space 7in . Such a representation is said to be irreducible if H n 
contains no proper, closed, 7r(G)-invariant subspaces. An im portant m ethod for 
obtaining representations of a  group G  is called induction. Given a  representation 
a  of a closed subgroup K  C G in the Hilbert space T~La, one forms the set of all 
Borel-measurable vector-valued functions /  : G —> T-La w ith the following properties:
(i) covariant like o  along K  — cosets : f ( k g )  =  a(k )( f (g )) ,
(ii) square — integrable,i.e., / \\f(9)\\n dg < oo, where
J k \ g a
dg is right — invariant H aar measure on K \ G
and || • || is well defined on cosets.
This set is made into a  Hilbert space, called 7in , by defining an inner product as:
( f i ( g ) j 2 ( g ) } u *  =  J  { h { g ) j 2 { g ) ) n a dg,
K \ G
The induced representation is defined by G acting on this space by right translation:
* { x ) f { g )  =  f ( g x ) .
Kirillov Theory uses this induction procedure by inducing from a character of the 
subgroup M  = exp m for any polarizer m. Hence, it is of utm ost im portance to have 
these one-dimensional representations of subgroups associated to polarizers.
The following results of Kirillov (see C hapter 2, [CG]) describe the unitary 
dual G  in term s of these induced representations, and show the im portant role of 
polarizers.
T h e o re m  2 . Let I c q *. Then there exists a polarizer m fo r  £, and the induced 
representation 7rg,M is irreducible.
In the following theorem, the symbol means th a t the representations are 
unitarily equivalent. For two irreducible unitary representations 7r and 7r' of a 
group G into two H ilbert spaces TLn and 7ini, respectively, we say th a t 7r and n' 
are unitarily equivalent, and write 7r ~  tt7, if there exists a unitary operator 
A  : H tt —> 7£ni such th a t tv' o A  = A  o 7r, where “o” is operator composition.
T h e o re m  3 . Let £ e 0 *, and let m, m' be any two polarizers for  I. Then TTg,M —
T h e o re m  4 . Let % be any irreducible unitary representation o fG .  Then there is 
an £ e q* such that tx ~  ^t,M-
T h e o re m  5 . Let £,£' e q* . Then nxg a  ixp i f  and only i f  £ and £' are in the same 
Ad*(G) —orbit in 0 *.
These four theorems state  th a t there is a 1-1 correspondence between the orbits 
of G  in 0* under the action of the Ad* m ap and the set of all the irreducible 
unitary representations for G. The generic orbits correspond to those im portant 
representations for G w ith which one docs harmonic analysis. In a measure-theoretic 
sense, they are almost all of the irreducible unitary representations for G.
One of the big achievements of Fourier Analysis is the  Plancherel Theorem, 
which asserts th a t the Fourier transform  is an isometry, th a t is, it preserves the 
“length” of the function, where length is defined to be the square of function inte­
grated over the real line. In symbols, for /  e L2(IR), we know th a t
l l / l l 2 =  [  \ f ( t ) \2dt =  [  i m f d c o  =  H / H H 2 
Jm. J  ir
It is surprising to find out th a t there is a Plancherel Theorem  for nilpotent Lie 
groups, even though we are working with operator-valued Fourier transforms and 
Hilbert-Schmidt norms of operators. In order to extend the Plancherel Theorem 
to nonabelian groups, one m ust first define the operator-valued Fourier transform 
of a function tp defined on G. If n  is an irreducible unitary  representation of the 
nilpotent Lie group G, then the Fourier transform of ip is denoted tp(7r), and is 
defined as:
£ ( tt) =  /  tp{g) 7x{g) dg,
J g
where dg is a H aar measure on G. Since 7r can be considered as an operator on 
L 2(G ), this is an operator-valued Fourier transform  and exists only when the above 
integral exists. This occurs, for example, when ip is a  Schwartz function on G.
In the following theorem, “17” stands for the set of generic functionals. Since 
Kirillov theory tells us th a t there is a 1-1 correspondence between the coadjoint 
orbits and the set of irreducible unitary operators (up to unitary  equivalence), we 
want to choose a single representative from each orbit. Thus, there will be a  1-1 
correspondence between the set of inequivalent irreducible unitary  representations 
and a subset of the generic functionals. We will denote this subset by “U PI Vt ” ■
T h e o re m  6 . For 4> a Schwartz function on a connected, simply-connected nilpotent 
Lie group G, we have
M h  =  f  \ \ M m » s \ P S V ) \ < uJunvT
where U C\Vr is a parametrization of the generic orbits for  G, where H S  is the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm of an operator, where d£ is a Euclidean measure on U O 
V r, where \Pf(£)\ is the Pfaffian of the bilinear form Be, and where the measure 
\Pf(£)\d£ on U fl Vp corresponds to the Plancherel measure on G.
Finally, we should m ention th a t these generic functionals, and even the corre­
sponding set of generic representations, are not a  canonically defined object for a 
given group G, but ra ther they depend upon an initial choice of a  strong Malcev 
basis. It is from a given basis th a t we begin our construction process to produce 
these generic functionals and a  particular subset of them .
C H A P T E R  2
TH E TW O -STEP CASE
§2.1 Introduction and N otation
Let g be an  (n +  c) dimensional two-step nilpotent Lie algebra w ith a strong 
Malcev basis 91 =  { Z \ , . . . ,  Z c, X \ , . . . ,  X n } which passes through the  center 3( 0 ) =  
IR {Z i,. . . ,  Z c}. Let g* be the dual space of the vector space structure  of g. Let £ =  
£ \Z *-\-.. .-\-£cZ*-\-£cjr\ X { ^ - . . .+ £ c+nX*, where { Z \ , is the dual basis of 91 in
0 *. Let B i  be the skew-symmetric bilinear form on 0 / 3( 0 ) x g / i (  0 ) defined by Be = 
(bij), where b^ — £[Xi, X j).  (See [CG].) We will use Be to  denote the bilinear form 
for £, which is independent of basis. The scheme of the proof will be to  create a  new
A
basis 91 such th a t the bilinear form Be has a  canonical m atrix  representation, which 
we will denote by (b£j),  and to  exploit the properties of this new m atrix. The basis 
91* will be a  strong Malcev basis, will depend upon £, and will pass through certain 
ideals of 0. 91* =  {Zu  . . . ,  ZC, W £, . , Y £, X £, . . .  , X £}, where t* =
]R {Z i,. . . ,  Z c, W f , . . . ,  W £) is the radical of £ and =  JB{ZU . . .  , Z c, W f , . . . , W*,  
V1£, . . . , Y k£} is a  special polarizing ideal of £. We should point out th a t the special 
basis 91 of 0 does not work for every generic functional £, bu t only for a certain 
subset of the generic functionals. We need to restrict the generic functionals by 
eliminating a  finite number of Zariski-closed sets of Plancherel measure 0. T hat 
is, we will impose polynomial conditions on which generic functionals we want to 
use, so th a t we will be working with a  Zariski-open subset of the set of all generic 
functionals. This will not affect the analysis because the excluded set of generic 
functionals will correspond to  a  set of Plancherel measure 0. These functionals 
in this Zariski open subset will be called strongly generic functionals. We will 
be interested in a nice param etrization of these strongly generic functionals, so we 
select one strongly generic functional £ from each orbit possessing a strongly generic
10
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functional, and call these strongly generic parametrizing functionals (hereafter de­
noted SG PF).
For the two-step case, we have: For V  C g a  vector subspace w ith the property 
3( 0 ) Q V ,  then we know th a t V  is an ideal. For each £, t£ and any in two-step 
will be ideals and we can always get a  strong Malcev basis 9t£ from any canonical 
reduction m ethod for {bij), because bo th  Xe and m* contain $( g).
§2.2 T he M atrix R eduction Procedure
Now we describe the m atrix  reduction process. Let A t  be the augm ented m atrix
X x
bij
(  0 &1,2 &1,3
—h,2  0 b2,3
0
\ - b l , r
b\,n X i  \
&2,n X 2 
b3,n X 3
0 X n /
,£c. The last column willwhere the entries b ij  depend linearly only upon £1 , 
hereafter be called the book keeping column, since it will record the changes made 
to  {bij) in the  reduction to  a  canonical form and will give the noncentral p a rt of the 
basis 91£. Let b i j ^  be the leftmost nonzero entry in row 1 (we know b i ^ l exists 
because X \  is noncentral). Set c\{£) — a  nontrivial function of £\, ...,£c. This
is the first strong genericity condition on £, and it requires th a t c\ {£) be nonzero. So 
c\{£) 7̂  0 This makes the rank of the (1 x n) subm atrix row 1 as large as possible, 
1 here, beginning the process of getting a  subset of the generic functionals. Now 
reduce column L \  by row-operations, using the fact th a t b \ ^ l is nonzero, to get 
a new column L \  w ith only 1 nonzero entry in it, b ^ ^ . This will a lter the book 
keeping column by adding a multiple (possibly zero) of X \  to b i ^ X j .  This will 
possibly cause some of the b i j ’s to now become nonlinear polynomials in £\,. . . ,£c. 
Next, using the fact th a t column L \  is now zero except a t the top entry, we can use 
column operations to  reduce row 1 to have a  nonzero entry a t the ( l , L i )  position 
and zeros everywhere else except the book keeping column. This does not affect the 
book keeping column.
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Now, since 61, was the leftmost nonzero entry in row 1, —b i ^  is the topmost 
nonzero entry in column 1. (Note tha t the column operations above do not affect 
this fact). We use row operations to reduce column 1 to  having a  nonzero entry 
in the ( L i , l )  position and zeros elsewhere. This adds multiples of Xj_,x to X j  in 
the book keeping column. Then we use column operations to get row L \  to have a 
nonzero entry in the (L \,  1) position and zeros elsewhere. Finally we set Y (  - X \ ,  
the first noncentral vector in 01. This is somewhat unusual, because the later T £’s 
will all depend upon £, even if Y (  doesn’t.
Since we want param etrizing functionals only, th a t is, one functional for each 
distinct orbit, we begin to restrict the set of functionals by setting £cJr\ =  £c+Li — 0 . 
We can do this because there is an I '  in the orbit of £ such th a t £c+\ =  £c+Li = 0, 
since the first strong genericity condition implies th a t neither X \  nor X ^  are in the 
radical of £. All this means is th a t the orbit directions do not give any parametrizing 
components.
The m atrix  Ag will undergo a  reduction for each of its rows, and we will label 
lAg to mean Ag after this first reduction, which has just been described. 2Ag is the 
result of the second reduction applied to lAg, and so on. We note th a t some of the 
reductions may be trivial due to  the effects of the previous reductions, th a t is, we 
may get a zero row and column. We will have n  to ta l reductions and nAg will be
/  I! \
the augm ented m atrix
bh , where (iA) is in “alm ost” canonical form
V I nX n J
with respect to the basis {nX i , . .. ,nX n }, which is the book keeping column of nAg.
' 5X \
I will be the book keeping column after the j t h  reduction to Ag, and the
A X j
( i ,k )  entry in 3Ag will be denoted 3bi^.
We note th a t so far we have the first SGPF conditions, c\{£) — 61, 7̂  0, l \  — 
0 1 £ l x =  0. Also, since lAg has zeros everywhere in row 1 except a t ( l , L i )  position 
and zeros everywhere in column 1 except a t the (L \,  1) position, further reductions
to xA i  will not affect this property of the 1 st row and the L \  th  column, and of the 
1 st column and the L \  th  row. So we define X f  to be 1X l 1 , the first vector external 
to the polarizer. I  [Y/, X f] =  ci(£) =  61^  ^  0, and I  [Y/, A] = I  [Xf, A] =  0 for 
A  € IR{1X 2 , .. .1X Ll_ i , 1X Ll+i , . . .xX n}. So we are getting a canonical basis for Be 
which gives the m atrix  (6T). Since 1X l 1 will not change again, then  lX ^ l =  uX l 1 . 
Now the m atrix  lAe looks like
(  0
. . . 0  1&i , i a 0 0 ^  \
0 0 X62,3 0 X62,Z*1  +  l X6 2 ,n Xx 2
- V i a 0 0 0 0 0
0 ~ 1b2,L1 +  l 0 0 bLi +  l ,n * i a + i
V 0 X 6 2 , 7 1 0 X6 .I<i +  l ,n 0 lx n /
where the subm atrix of the first n rows and n columns is also skew-symmetric, and 
16i il 1 =  ^ i , lx • The subm atrix of the first n rows and n columns will always be a 
skew-symmetric m atrix.
We move to row 2 in lAe. There are 3 possibilities:
Case 1. Row 2 has all zeros.
Case 2. The leftmost nonzero entry in row 2 is above the main diagonal of lBe in XA 
Case 3. The leftmost nonzero entry in row 2 is below the main diagonal of xBe in lA
For case 1, we set W { =  xX 2. This is the first noncentral radical direction. We 
do not restrict l c+2 to be 0 , because it will be a  param etrizing component for the 
set of all generic orbits.
For case 2, we will do the same reduction procedure for xAe on row 2 as we did 
for Ae on row 1, where now xf>2,x,2 leftmost nonzero entry in lAe in row 2 .
So we set C2(f) =  162,1*2 > an<̂  require tha t C2(t!) /  0, and reduce as before. W hen 
we finish, we will set Y2£ =  2X 2. Since 2Ae has zeros everywhere in row 2 except 
at (2 , £ 2) entry and the book keeping column, then column 2 has zeros everywhere 
except the (2 , 1*2) entry, and row £2  has zeros everywhere except the (£ 2) 2 ) entry.
We see th a t X 2 is defined to be 2X l2> and
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£ [ Y l  X%] = c2{l) £  0 , and 
£ [Y2e, A] =  £ [X |, A] =  0,
for A  £  IR{2X i , .. .2X l 2_i ,2-Xi,2+i, .. .2X n }. Finally for case 2, we set £c+2 =  
@c+l 2 — 0 since we want param etrizing functionals in SGPF.
For case 3, we notice th a t X f  =  2X 2 ', the first external vector to the polarizer 
has already been defined as 1Xz,1, and for case 3, L \  =  2. So nothing needs to be 
done. O ur m atrix  looks like
j 0 frl,2 0 . . » 0 2* ! \
-& 1,2 0 0 • . . 0 2* 2
0 0 0 2&3,4 • • • 2 &3,n %
0 0 4 0 • • • 2 &4,n 2* 4
\ 0 0 - % , n 0 2x n )
We see £ [y/, X f]  = ci(£) ^  0, and £ [Yf, A] = I  [Xf ,  A] =  0, for A  £
IR{2X 3 , . . .  ,2X n }. Here we also set £c+2 =  £c+z,2 =  0. Then we move to row 3, and 
repeat the process.
At the end of this m atrix  reduction procedure, (b£- )  will be defined to be the 
m atrix  nAg.
One thing to notice here is th a t in the book keeping column of nAe, nX j  has 
a nonzero X j  component, as a  result of the SGPF conditions and the fact th a t we 
are not switching rows in this procedure. Let %i <  ?2 <  ... <  iT be the indices of 
the all zero rows in nAe■ The noncentral radical vectors W f , . . .  , Wf; are defined to 
be nX j1, ...,nX tr , respectively. So each ij  row in nAg corresponds to a noncentral 
radical direction. The terminology we will be using is th a t the vectors Y f , . . . ,  Yjf 
will be called internal orbit vectors because they are internal to the polarizer and 
their dual vectors param etrize part of the orbit of £ in 0 *. The vectors X f , . . . ,  X [
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will be called external orbit vectors because they are external to the polarizer and 
their dual vectors param etrize the remainder of the orbit of £.
At the end of this process, we get a basis 9 t€ =  ( W f , . . . ,  Wf,  Y *, . . .  , Yjf, 
X f , . . . ,  X f } for q/ i ( g) and a  m atrix  {b\-) which represents Be on g /jf  9 ) x g/a( g) 
w ith respect to this basis. For our purposes, the term  “alm ost” canonical means 
th a t the m atrix  (b\j) has a t most one nonzero entry in every row and column, 
bu t these entries are not constants like 1 or -1 bu t ra ther are more complicated 
functions of £i,. . . ,£c. The question to address now is, why is a  strong Malcev 
basis? The answer is th a t in two-step, any vector subspace containing 3(g) is 
an ideal. So, we can take any linear combination of { X i , . . . , X n } in any order 
and still end up with a  strong Malcev basis. So from the original strong Malcev 
basis { Z i , . . . ,  Z c, X i , . . . ,  X n } we get a new basis w ith k  different SGPF pairs 
(y / ,  X f) and associated SG PF conditions Ci(£) 7  ̂ 0. SGPF =
{£ G g* | components in the orbit directions are zero, and c\(£) 7  ̂0 , . . .  Ck(£) 7  ̂ 0 }
= {£ = £1Z*1 + . . . +  £CZ*C + £ h X*1 + . . . +  £irX*r \ c,{£) ^  0 , . . . ,  ck (£) ^  0}
Then =  JR{Zi , . . . ,  Z c, W f , . . . ,  . . . ,  Fjf} is a  polarizer for £, and
M e -  exp(m£).
§2.3 S e ttin g  U p  th e  Integral
Now we want to define a  measure on G tha t allows us to split up integrals 
Jg f id )  dg by the use of Fubini’s Theorem into double integrals
I m e\ g I mc f  (m (£)gt) d m i£) dgz
for each £ e SGPF.
We have a  measure dg on G  defined by taking Lebesgue measure dt on g into 
Haar measure on G via the m ap
a  : IRc+n — > G, .. , t n+c) =  e xp ( f i Z i ) . . .  exp(£n+cX „).
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The measure we want to define on G is d m (£) dx£ defined by taking Lebesgue 
measure da on g into a Haar measure dm(£) dxe on G via the map
T* : 0 — ► G,
, an+c) =  exp(aiZx +  . . .  +  ac+iW f  +  • • • +  ac^.rW ^  +  . . .  +  ac+r+kY£)-
exp(ac+r+fc+iX f) • . . .  • exp(an+cX£)
Note th a t c +  r  +  2fc =  c +  n.
L e m m a  1 : dm(£) dxe is a Haar measure.
P ro o f: From Theorem 1.2.10 from [CG], we know th a t for any polynomial co­
ordinate m ap 4> : IRc+n — > G, <f> takes Lesbegue measure on IRc+n to a Haar 
measure on G. Thus, it suffices to prove th a t is a polynomial diffeomorphism 
with polynomial inverse. To do this, we note th a t
exp(ac+r+fc+1X f) • . . .  • exp(an+cX |)  =  exp(ac+r+fc+ i ^ f  * . . .  * an+cX [)
We get
(^1, • ■ • 5 ®n+c) —
exp(aiZ i +  . . .+acZ c+ ac+1W f + . . .+ac+r+kY^)- exp(ac+r+fc+i-^i)-- • •,exP(fln+c-^it) 
exp((a iZ i -f-... +  A c .̂r .̂]cY /c) * * ••• * ^c+n-^-k)
After we expand all these term s by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, we get
Oc+n) —
e x p (^ p ,(a )z , + J 2  P » W / +  ]T  P » y / +  E  Pi(a)Xj),
j= 1 j=c+ 1 j=c+r+ 1 J = c-|-r-|-fc+l
where the Pj(a) are polynomial functions. We now need to show th a t these Pj(a) 
functions have polynomial inverses. To do this, we write the above as exp(si-Zi +  
. . .  +  scZ c +  sc+ iW f  +  . . .  +  sc+nXf:), so th a t Sj = Pj(a). We show tha t we can
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solve for a i , . . . ,a c+n in term s of s i , . . . , s c+n. Since W i, . . . ,X f .  are the last part of 
the strong Malcev basis we know th a t
Pc+i(a) =  ac+1 +  some polynomial in ac+2, ...,flc+n
In general for n-step nilpotent algebras, we know
Pc+j(a) = ac+j +  some polynomial in ac+j+1, . . . ,ac+n,
for 1 <  j  < n. This is because g is nilpotent. So we can recursively solve for 
a i , ac+n in term s of s i , ..., s c+n , starting  w ith an+c, and we get a  polynomial 
inverse for Tg. Thus, we have a  polynomial diffeomorphism on G w ith polynomial 
inverse. Q.E.D.
dm(£) dxe is a “hybrid” measure on G in the sense th a t it has both Malcev one 
param eter coordinates on the external vectors X f , and has exponential, or additive, 
coordinates on the polarizer.
We will use d% dwe dye on C g to stand for d a \ . . .  dac+r+k■
Since bo th  dm(£) dxe and dg are Haar measures on G, there exists a nonzero 
constant k£ dependent on £ such th a t kg dm(£) dxl  =  dg. As we shall see, the 
value of this constant kg is not im portant because we will be cancelling it from our 
integral la ter on.
Define (3g : IRfc — > G  by (3g(ti,. . .  , tk)  = e x p (f iX f) . . .  exp(tfcX^). The image 
of f3g in G is a cross section for M g\G, and (5g is a diffeomorphism of ]Rfc onto a 
cross section of Mg\G.
§2.4 P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  1
T h e o re m  1 ( tw o -s te p  c a s e ) . Let g be a two-step nilpotent Lie algebra, let G = 
exp(g), so that G is connected and simply connected. Let G be the unitary dual 
of G and E  a subset of positive Plancherel measure. Let p  6  Lf°(G) be such that 
ipipix) = 0 almost everywhere, V7r G E. Then ip =  0 almost everywhere on G.
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P ro o f: For almost every ir £ E  there exists a unique £ £ SG PF such th a t ir =  ire-
set E '  also has positive Lebesgue measure since the complement has measure 0.
We want to derive the kernel formulas for (p{ire) (see [CG]). An initial problem 
is th a t we have varying external vectors which will give a  different Hilbert space
H.jri for each £. In the Schrodinger model, ire acts on L 2  (]R{W f,. . . ,  X |} ) ,  where 
dx{.. .dxk is the Euclidean measure on IR jA 'f,. . .  ,-A |}. In the Mackey model,
For each £, we have isometries: e : H n£ — > L2 (IRfc), (\Ifr/) (u ) = f  {Pe.{u ))i
u £ IRfc. By hypothesis, for £ £ E ' ,  ip(ire) is the zero operator. For all \lfr/ £ 
iy2 (IRfc), ((p(ire)(ibe f ) )  is the zero element in L 2 (TRk).
0 =  ((p(ire)(^ef)) (t ) =  [  <p(g)ne(g)('&ef)(t) dg, for almost all t  in IRfc
=  [  [  <p{(3e{t) 1m(£)ge) f  (m(£)ge) ke dm(£) dxe
J M e \ G  J M g
Here we have w ritten g uniquely as m{£) ■ ge, w ith ge e /3/?(IRfc) for a given £, and 
used Lemma 1.2.13 in [CG], where m(£) £ Me = exp(tn^). The inequalities in (1) 
continue as follows:
~  [  [  V {Pt(t )~ l m(£)Pe{u)) f  (m(£)Pe(u))kedm(£)du.
JiRk J m £
By covariance from the Mackey Model we continue (1) as
We let E '  be the set of those Cs in SG PF which correspond to members of E.  The
Here fie ■ IR.fc — > M e \G  is a  diffeomorphism for each £ which takes Lebesgue 
measure du on IRfc onto a  G  invariant measure d'ge on M e \G .
I } ( m e g )  =  x e ( m e ) f ( g ) ,  f  I / I 2 dge
J g
J  v{g)ni {g)  { f  (Pt(t))) dg — J  <p{g)f (Pe{t)g) dg 
J v { P t { t ) ~ l g) f ( g ) d g
(1)
[  [  <p{Pt{t) lm(£)(3e{uj) xe(m(£))  f  (fle(u)) kedm{£)
J]R,k J M o
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If we denote the kernel function JM■ t <p(pe(t) 1 m(£)/3e(u)) x e (m (£ ) )ke dm(£)  by 
Ke(u, t) ,  we get
0 = (K e(u,t) ,  (*< /)(u )>  
for almost every t. Since the inner product is 0 V ’I'e f  G L2(IRfc), then
K £(u , t ) =  0
for almost all t, u  G IRfc, £ € E ' .
Now we want to say th a t the kernel Ke(u, t ) is continuous in bo th  u and t. This 
will enable us to say th a t the kernel is 0 V i G IRfc, not ju st almost everywhere. 
Since right and left translation are continuous operations, since fit is a  continu­
ous function, and since (p is compactly supported, then  we know that Ke(u, t) is 
continuous for u and t in IRfc. So we have
0 =  [  V {Pn{t)~l m(£)(dE(u)) Xi (m (^)) h  dm(£)
JMe
for all t  =  (£i , . . . ,  t k ) G IRfc, for all u = (iti, . . .  , uk ) G IRfc, for each £ G E ' . On the 
Lie algebra level we have
0 - [  lp(1a)e2ni<Zie)) k i d i dwe dye (2)
Jvae
for all t, u G IRfc, for each £ G E 1, where ip =  tpo exp,
*□ = ( - t kX i ) * . . .  * ( - t xX { )  * m{£) * u xX {  * . . .  * u kX l
and
m(£) = z iZ i  + . . .  + zcZ c +  w i W f  +  . . .  +  wr W* + y{Y*  +  . . .  +  ykYk
is an arb itrary  element of the polarizer rrtf. We can cancel kg from the integral be­
cause it is nonzero and is only a  function of £ and not of the variables of integration, 
and it does not affect the vanishing of the integral.
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Now we are ready to  reduce this (c + r + k) dimensional integral by eliminating 
variables of integration in order to show th a t £p = 0 a.e. on 0 , which will show that 
(p =  0 a.e. on G. We will do a  3 stage integral reduction. Stage 1 will eliminate the 
internal orbit vector components y i , .  ■ ■ ,yk  by A; separate reductions, one for each 
yi. Stage 2 will eliminate the noncentral radical directions w ith a  single reduction, 
and stage 3 will eliminate the center, also in a single integral reduction. Stage 1 
starts  out w ith (2) viewed as an integral over lRc+r+fc w ith kg cancelled. In the two- 
step case, we have the formula (—A) * B * A  = B  +  [B, A]. To apply this, we insert
a  t \ X f  * —t i X f  to the right of m(£) in order to get an inner automorphism of
0 -
1D =  (—t kX k) * . . .  * (—f i X f )  * m(£) * t i X [  * — t \ X [  * uiX[  * . . .  * ukX k
=  ( ~ t kx £ )  * . . .  * (~t2x£)  * (fh(£) +  S i )*  ( ~ h X ( )  * uxX {  * . . .  * ukX ek
where ^  =  [m(£), t \X { \  G 3( 0 ) C m^. is an ideal. W ith respect to Haar measure 
on the center, the m ap fh(£) H> m(£) — is a  constant translation of m(£) in the 
central components Z%, ...Zc. By the translation-invariance of Haar measure on the 
center, we have
0 =  /  p (20)e27Ti<Z w - ^ )  d id w ^d y e,
J iRC+r+fc
where
2D =  {—t kX k) * . . .  * (—̂ 2-^2) * m(£) * (—t i X i )  * u i X f  * . . .  * UkX£.
For £(Si)  in the exponent, we have
£(3i) = £[fh{£), h X Q
= £[w1W ‘ + . . .  + wrW er +  y i Y (  +  . . .  +  ykYke, t xX{]
=  £ [2/1 y / ,  t i x { ]
=  yihci (£) ,
due to the use of the m atrix  representation ■) for Bp. We have
0 = [  p (2D)e2 M (Z(e)) e - 2niyY i cA £) d i d w e dye.
J]R.c+r+k
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By Pubini’s Theorem we have
[  f  (p(2 n)e 2 7Tie(™W) di,dwe dy2  _  dyk e~2^iy^ c^  dyx
J  IR J  RC+r+fc-1
v t , u e J R k, \ / e e E ' .
The variability of the t x in 2D can be controlled by selecting u x such th a t 
u x — t x = a i is constant. Since we have complete freedom in the u x variable, we 
can control the variability of the t x. Now we argue as follows: for a  fixed ax, for 
fixed f2 j • • •, t k, u2, . . . ,  uk, and for a fixed £ £ E 1 we see th a t the inner integral is a 
function of y x only. The above double integral is a  Fourier transform  of the inner 
integral in the y x variable, and y \cx(£) ^  0 for all I  G SGPF. Since this Fourier 
transform  is 0 V f, we thus know th a t
0 =  f  ~(2n)e2^ ( m (<0) d]) dwe d y 2  " ,  dykf
J IRc+ r+ fc- 1
for each I  G E V t 2, . . .  , t k , a x,u 2, . . .  , u k G IR, for almost all yx G IR. The last 
thing we do for the first reduction in stage 1 is to write m(£)*axX x as m(£) + axX x + 
axX x] by the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula, and do another change of 
variables. Map fh(£) m(£) — | [fh(£)], and this again is a constant translation of
rh(£) w ith respect to Haar measure on the center. As before, this causes e2?r̂ (m^ )  
to  be replaced with
_ e2 nie(m(e)) )
_  e2 n 771
again because of the “almost” canonical form for Bg. B ut now, y x is no longer a 
variable of integration, and since e_ 7riai ?/i ciR) ^  0 , it will not affect the vanishing 
of the integral, so this term  can be brought outside of the integral and cancelled. 
We have
0 =  f  £ ( 3 D)e2^ R * ) )  di dwl dy2 . . .  dyk ,
J IRC+r+fc-l
V t 2, . .. , tk ,U 2 , ■.. , u k ,a x G  IR, for almost all (a. a.) y x G IR, for each £ G E '  where
3D =  {j—t kXf?j * . . .  * t2X 2 ) * (in(£) +  axX f^  * u 2 X 2  * . . .  * u kX k.
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For the second reduction in stage 1, it appears as if things are more complicated. 
Indeed, we will begin the second reduction by inserting £2-^2 * —i2-X| between 
(rh(£) +  a i X f )  and U2 X 2 , bu t we notice th a t now the middle term  (fh(£) +  a \ X f )  
of the inner autom orphism  —<2^ 2* {jn{£) +  a \X [ )  *t 2 X$  contains an external vector, 
namely, a \X { .  B ut this will present no additional difficulties, because we proceed 
as before to get
3D =  ( ~ t kX | )  * . . .  * ( - t3X | )  * (fh(£) + axX [  +  fo ) * (u2 -  t2) X 2  * u3X$  * . . .  * ukX k
(3)
where
$ 2 = [ m { l )  + a 1X l  t 2 X*} e 3( 0).
Again for each fixed Wi and yj,  $2 is a  constant translation of m(£) w ith respect 
to H aar measure on the center, and by the translation invariance of Haar measure 
on the center, we can map: m{£) m(£) — $ 2  t°  get
0 = f  £ (4D)e2,ri*("*W -&) di dwe dy2 . . .  dyk,
J IRC+H-k-1
y t 2 , . . . , t k ,U2 , . . . , u k ,a i  E IR, for a. a. y\ E IR for each £ E E ' ,  where 
4D =  ( ~ t kX i )  * . . .  * ( ~ t 3 X f )  * (m(£) +  a xXf)  * (u2  -  t 2 )X% * u 3 X* * . . . *  u kX l
Now we need to  evaluate
t { m { l ) - $ 2 ) = Z { ™ ( l ) ) - £ { $ 2 ) = l { ™ { l ) ) - l ( [ ™ { t )  + a iX ( ,  t 2 X i] )
= £ ( m ( £ ) ) - £ ( [ m ( £ ) ,  t 2 X ‘]) -  £ ([a iX ‘ , t 2 X%\) .
Again by the canonical form for Be, these last two term s reduce to 
—£ ([y2 Y<2 , 2̂-^1]) ~  ~V 2 't2 c2 {£)i and the integral reduces to
[  [  ^ u ) e 2lxii^ l)) di dwe dy3 . . .  dyk e- 2ir^ 2t2<=2(«) dy2
J IR J lR.c+r+fc-2
which, by use of a Fourier transform  of the inner integral in the y3 variable (similar 
to reduction 1), can be reduced to
0 =  [  d5 dwe dy3 . . .  dyk (4)
Jm.c+r+h~ 2
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V t 3, • • • ,tk, U3 , . . . , u k , a i , a 2  G IR, for a. a. y\, y2 G IR, for each £ G E \  where 
0 2  =  u 2  ~ t 2.
Finally we need to rewrite 4D by expanding (m(£) +  a \ X [ ) * 0 ,2 X 2  by use of 
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula to get 4D =
(—t k X l )  * . . .  * [—t3X ^)  * ^m(£)  +  a \ X (  +  a2X% +  -  [m(£) +  a iX [ ,  a2X ^ j  *
u 3 X$  * . . .  * UkX%.
We do another change of variables: m{£) 1-4 m{£) — |  \rh{£) +  a i X f , 0 2 X 2 ] by m(£)
to get th a t e2nt£(m(ê  in (4) is replaced with
e2 TTie(rn(e)-^m(£) + a1 x f ,  a2x |j )  _  ^ 2 'xili^ [m(£)+a1X^, a2x |J )
W ) e~^7ri 2 ̂ 2 a2c2 M
again because of the canonical form for Bg. Now, y2 is no longer a variable of 
integration and since e " ,r*a2y2c2W ^  0 , it does not affect the vanishing of the 
integral, so again this term  can be brought outside the integral and cancelled to get 
(4) w ith 4D replaced by 5D, where
5D  =  ( ~ t kX i )  * . . .  * ( - * 3 * 3 )  * ( ™( * )  +  a i x i  +  a2 X i )  * u3X £  * . . .  * u kX l
Reductions 3 up to A: in stage 1 are all similar to these just completed, with the 
change-of-variables and the use of the canonical form for Bg playing crucial roles. 
At the end of stage 1 we have
0 = [  lp(6D)e2lTi<Z{e)) d i d w e (5)
J]Rc+r
V a i , . . . ,  Ok G IR, for a. a. 7/1, • • •, Uk G IR, for each £ G E 1, where
6D =  m(£)  +  a \ X £ +  . . .  +  a/cXf. (6)
Stage 2 will eliminate the noncentral radical directions w \ , . . .  , w r in a single 
integral reduction. First we need to do some algebraic simplificatons. Another con­
sequence of the m atrix reductions of (bij) and Ag (Ag is the m atrix  (b{j) augmented
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with the bookkeeping column) is th a t the nonzero components X q , . . . ,  X lr from 
W i , . . . ,  W f  only occur in their respective W l  terms: X ^  only occurs in W ( ,  Xiz  
only occurs in W f, etc. This is because the ii th  row of %lA i  is all zeros, except for 
the book keeping column and isn’t used to reduce lower rows. So if the  z7 row of 
Ag yields the radical component W f, then the vector X ^  will not appear in any 
of the book keeping column entries below it for all further reductions. This is very 
im portant because £ (m (£)) will be something simple. For £ G SGPF, the only 94 
vectors which could be outside the kernel of £ are Z \ , . . . ,  Z c, X q , . . . ,  X {r . This is 
the case because I  is the unique param etrizing functional from a strongly generic 
orbit, and Z \ , . . . ,  Z *, X*  , . . . ,  X*r are the param etrizing directions. £ annihilates 
every other element of the basis 94.
So to evaluate £(m(£)),  first we need to express W f , . . . ,  . . .  ,Y£  in
term s of the original basis 94. Here, only the components g i X ^ , . . .  grX i r from the 
vectors W f ,..., W*  can contribute to the evaluation of £, since £ is a  parametrizing 
functional, g i , . . . ,g r are all polynomial functions of £ i , . . . ,  £n+c and are always 
nonzero by the SGPF conditions. Thus we have
=  [  £ ( 6 D ) e 2 * T l 3 l + ' " + *c 3 c + * ( i i + c ) g i w l + " ’+ e { i r + c ')g r W r )  d } d w e
JlRc+r
V a i , . . . ,  a,k G IR, for a. a. y i , . . . ,  G IR, a t each £ G E ' . Now we use Fubini’s
Theorem  to split up the integral as
V a i , . . . ,  a;t G IR, for a. a. t/x> ■ • •, 2/fc G IR, at each £ G E ' . We notice th a t the inner 
integral is independent of . . .  ,£(ir+c). This is essential for our argument.
£ ( m ( £ ) )  — £ x l x +  . . . +  £cl c +  £( i1+c) d \ . w \  +  • • • +  £{ i r + c ) 9 r w r-
So (5) is now
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Consider £ to be an ordered c + r tuple (£j , . . . ,  £c, Pq+c, • • •, Ur+c)• Because 
E '  has positive c +  r  dimensional measure, there exists a set E c' of positive c 
dimensional measure such th a t for each c tuple (£ i , . . .  ,£c) £ E c', the c + r tuple 
( 4 , . . . ,  l o t  i 1+c , . . . ,  £ir+c) is an element of E '  for all (£il+c, . . . ,  £ir+c) in a  set of 
positive r  dimensional measure. This is a  consequence of Fubini’s Theorem.
Now we argue as follows: For fixed a i , . . . ,  a*.  G IR, for fixed yi,  - ■. , y k E IR, 
for fixed (£1 , . . .  ,£c) E E c', we see th a t the inner integral is a function of w \ , . . . ,  wr 
only, and since (£i1+c, . . .  ,£ir +c) is in a  set of positive r dimensional measure, by 
the classical Paley-W iener Theorem, we get
0 =  [  fi(6 □)e27ri(£l3 i+ -+ ^3c) di,
JjRc
Vai , . . . , a f c  E IR, for a. a. y i , . . . , y k £ IR, for each £ E E ' ,  for almost all 
Uq, . . . , Wr G IR.
Stage 3 will begin by writing the W f , . . . ,  W*, Y -[,. . . ,  Y£, X f , . . . ,  X |  in terms 
of the original noncentral basis elements X j , . . . ,  X n . The trick here is not to use 
this order from 31̂  bu t ra ther to use the original order nX i , .. .nX n obtained from 
the final book keeping column because we want to exploit the properties of the 
change of basis m atrix Tf. is the change-of-basis m atrix  which maps the original 
basis O'! on g to the new ^-dependent basis on g. In the m atrix reduction of (bij), 
no row switching operations were performed, and multiples of rows were added to 
added only to rows lower down in the basis 31, so th a t Tg is an upper triangular 
matrix.
F irst we perm ute w i W f  +  . . .  +  wrW* +  y i Y (  +  . . .  +  ykYg +  . . .  +  akX f into 
the final book keeping column order a i ( nX i )  +  a ^ X ^) +  . . .  +  a n (nX n), where a ; 
is ju st a  Wj, yj, or aj coefficient depending on w hether nX ; is a W j ,  Y f ,  or X j .
We want to write aq(nX t)- |- .. . + a n (nX n) as a linear combination of X j , . . . ,  X n. 
Fi'oni the m atrix  Tz, we know th a t nX \  is expressed by the first column of Tie, n^ 2  is
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expressed by the second column of Tp, etc. Since Tp is an upper triangular m atrix, 
we have
a i ( nX i) +  . . .  +  a n (nX n ) =  h \ X \  +  . . .  +  hnX n, where
hn is a function of £ \ , . . . ,  £c, a n
hn-1  is a function of £1, . . .  ,£c, a n , a n- i
hi  is a  function of £ i , . . .  ,£c, a n, . . . ,  aq.
In m atrix term s we have
We want to keep each hi constant as we vary £ 6  E '  because we want to use 
£i , . . . ,  £c to do a  partial Fourier transform  of <p in the central variables. The problem 
is th a t the hi s do depend on £ x , . . . , £ c. We will resolve this dilemma by using the 
freedom we have in the y i , . . .  , y k , w i , . . . ,  wr , a \ , . . . ,  variables (which we denoted 
by a i , . . . ,  a TL) to counterbalance the variability of £ i , . . . , £ c in h i , . . . ,  hn . Even 
though hi depends on £i , . . . ,  £c, hi can be kept constant by the use of a i , . . . ,  a n . We
( a i \let ri stand for the constant which hi will be. We have a  system Tp I : J =  I ;
V CX-n / V 7'ri
( r i \
and for each fixed vector j we know a unique solution exists because Tp is an
\ r n J
invertible m atrix. As £ £ E ' varies, so will the solutions to this system, so in fact 
c*i, . . . ,  a n will be functions of £ i , . . . ,  £c and of the given r i , . . . ,  rn . Thus as £ varies 
in E 1, 6n  can be constrained to be a single function of z i , . . . , z c, independent of £, 
by using the freedom in the a q , . . . ,  a n variables. We have
'IRC
We have rew ritten CD from (6) to  be
0 = f  ^ (6n )e27ri(£i 3i + - + ^ 3o) di 
J u c
faZi  +  . . .  +  l cZc +  h i X i  +  . . .  +  hnX n ,
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and we can keep each hi function a fixed constant value to  get 
7D =  l \ Z \  + . . .  +  3CZC +  r \ X \  +  . . .  +  rnX n.
So we have
0 = f  p { ixZ x +  . . .  +  lcZ c +  n X i  +  . . .  +  rnx n )e2 < el i i + ^ i c )  d2.
J IRC
Now we argue as follows: For a  fixed r*i,. . . ,  r n , the above integral is a  partial Fourier 
transform  in the central variables and is a  function of t \ , . . .  ,£c. By the classical 
Paley-W iener Theorem, the integral as a  function of £ i , . . . ,£c can be extended 
to an analytic function in the complex variables . . .  ,£c, and since this function 
vanishes on a  set E '  of positive measure, we know th a t <p = 0 a.e. for 3l5. . .  , 3C, 
a j , . . . ,  ajfc, y i , . . . ,  yjb, toi , . . . ,  w r . Since every component of ip is 0, then
p  = 0 a.e. on g, and so
p  = 0 a.e. on G. Q.E.D.
C H A P T E R  3
T H E  T H R E E -S T E P  C A S E
§3.1 A lg e b ra ic  P re l im in a r ie s  a n d  S o m e  E x a m p le s
Let 0 be a three-step nilpotent Lie Algebra of dimension n  + c with a  c dimen­
sional center. The ascending centred series is defined as follows:
=  { X e g \ X  is central mod 0 (j_i)}.
0 (1) == 3( 0 ) =  ^ { ^ 1 5  • • • 5 ^c} is the center, each 0 (j) is an ideal, and we have
3 ( 0 )  £  0 ( 2 )  £  0 ( 3 )  =  0 -
From now on, g will always mean three-step nilpotent Lie algebra unless oth­
erwise stated. Let 01 =  {Z1, . . . ,  Zc, X i , . . . ,  X n } be a  strong Malcev basis for 0 . 
In this section we will impose certain restrictions on 01, namely, to have 01 pass 
through a series of ideals which will be specified later.
D e fin itio n  1: X e g  is a chain generator’ll 3 nonzero A, B,  Ce 0 such th a t [X, A] = 
B , [ X , B ] = C e d(g).
Since 0 is nilpotent and X , A , B , C  are nonzero, then  { X , A , B , C }  is a lin­
early independent set. Note th a t this is not true for solvable algebras. The chain 
generators give 0 its three-step nature, and any 0 has a t least one nonzero chain 
generator. This follows from Engel’s Theorem, or can be proved directly for three 
step algebras using Jacobi’s identity. See lemma 2.
L e m m a  2 : : Let g be a Lie algebra such that (ad Y )2 =  0, V Y e g .  Then
( adY1)(adY 2) =  0 , VYi ,Y2 e 0 .
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P ro o f: We will show [Yi,[Y2 ,X]] =  0 V Yi, Y2, X e  g. Consider ^  +  Y2, [Yi + Y2, X ]], 
which is 0 by the hypothesis. I t is equal to
=  [Yi, [Yi +  Y2 ,X}] +  [Y2, [Yx +  Y2,X]]
=  [Yx, [Yx, X]] +  [Yx, [Y2, X]] +  [Y2, [Yx, X]] +  [Y2, [Y2, X]]
=  [Yx, [Y2, X]] +  [Y2, [Yx, X]] by the hypothesis.
By this and similar argum ents we get
{Yu[Y2 ,X]) = - [ Y ^ Y u X ] }  (1)
[ n , p r , y 2]] =  - [ x , [ Y i ,y 2]] (2 )
[y2, p f , n ] ]  =  (3 )
Now look at
[Yx,[Y2 ,X]] =  —[Y2,[X,Yx]] — [X, [Yx, Y2]] by Jacobi
=  — [Y2, [X, Yx]] +  [X, [Y2, Yx]] by skew -  sym m etry 
=  [X,[Y2 ,Yx]] + [X ,[Y 2,Yx]] by (3)
=  2 [ X ,  [Y2 , Yx]].
So we get [Yx,[Y2,X]] =  2[X, [Y2, Yx]]. A similar argum ent gives [X, [Y2 ,Yx]] =  
2[Yl, [Y2 ,X]]. Both can be true if and only if [Yx, [Y2 ,X]] =  0, so (ad Yx)(ad Y2) =  
0, VYx,Y2 e 0 . Q.E.D.
The contrapositive of this lemma says th a t if we are in a  three-step algebra, 
then there exist chain generators. T h a t is, if there exist Yx, Y2 eg such th a t
(ad Yx)(ad Y2) 7  ̂0, then there exists Yeg such th a t (ad Y )2 7  ̂ 0. T hat
is, if g is a  three-step algebra, then there exists a  chain generator for g.
The following structural lemma shows the relationship between the chain gen­
erators and g .
L e m m a  3: g can be decomposed into 1) © IR {X i,. . .  , Xp}, a vector space direct
sum, where t) is an ideal of at most two-step containing g^2) which is maximal with 
respect to the property of containing no chain generators of  g, and X i , . . .  , X p are 
chain generators which are linearly independent mod  f).
Note: Since g is three-step, [g, g] C g ^ .  Also, [g, g] is abelian. In the 
notation of [CG], [g, g] =  g(2), and g =  g^1), and [g^2\  g^2 ]̂ C g(4) =  0 here, so 
[g, g] is abelian. Note also th a t if X  is a  chain generator, then  X  ^  g^2) because X  
is not central mod 3(g) since [X, A] = B  is not central. So g ^  contains no chain 
generators.
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  3: Look a t the lattice of all ideals of g partially ordered by set 
inclusion, and let H  =  {ideals f)x | 3(g) C  fjj, g ^  C  f) 1 and contains no chain 
generator so f  g}, a subset of this lattice. Let H i  be any maximal inclusion chain 
in H,  which exists by Zorn’s lemma. Let f) be the last one in the inclusion chain 
H ,  so th a t 1) =  U Ijj, where the  union is taken over all f j ^ H i .  Then i) is maximal 
and is a two-step ideal in g by lemma 1. \) has the properties th a t 3(g) C   ̂ and 
0 (2) b and 1) contains no chain generators. Let p be the maximum cardinality of 
any set of chain generators which are linearly independent mod f). Let X i , . . .  , X P 
be any such set. Let Y\,  ...,T9 be such th a t { X i , . . .  ,X P, Y i,..., Yq} are a basis for 
g/f). Now we want to show th a t q =  0. Assume 3 a nonzero Y"eg such tha t Y  is 
linearly independent of { X i , . ..  ,X P} mod f), and Y  is not a chain generator. So 
we have [Y, [Y, A]] = 0 V Aeg.  Look a t K  — [aY  +  (3X, [a Y  +  /?X, A]] for real a, (3. 
E ither K  is 0 V real a  and (3, for all Xef), and for all Ae g, in which case f) © IRY is a 
two-step ideal which contains no chain generators. This contradicts the maximality 
of f), so Y  must be 0. On the other hand, if 3 nonzero a, (3 such th a t K  is nonzero 
for some A e g, then a Y  + (3X is a chain generator and { Xi , . . . ,  X p, a Y  +  (3X} is a 
set of chain generators which is linearly independent mod f), and this contradicts
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the maximality of p. Thus Y  must be 0, and q m ust be 0, so we have the decom­
position as stated. Q.E.D.
E x a m p le  1: We point out th a t the chain generators alone may not generate the
entire algebra. For example, let g be the 8-dimensional algebra w ith strong Malcev 
basis {Zi,  Z 2, Z 3 , X i , ..., W5} and with the following bracket products:
[X5 , X i ] = X lt [X5 , X 3 ] = X 1 
[X4 , X 3 ] = Z 3, [X3  , x 2 ] = z 1 
[X5 , X 2] = Z2, [X5 , X 1 ] = Z 1.
Here f) =  I R { Z i , Z3, X  1,..., X 4] and { X 3, X 4, X 3] generate g, bu t X 5  is the only 
chain generator mod f) up to a constant.
E x a m p le  2: In this example we show how to construct f). Let g be the 12
dimensional three-step algebra g w ith 3 dimensional center 1R{Zi , Z 2, Z3j with 
brackets given by
[X9 , X 6] = X 3  [X9 , X 3] = z 3  [X6, X 5] = z x
[ X s ,X 5] = X 2  [XS, X 2\ =  Z 2  [X e ,X 4] = Z 2
[X7, X 4] = X ! [X7 ,X!]  = Z 4 [X5 , X 4] = Z 3
[X9 , X 8] =  Z x [X9 , X 7] =  Z 2  [X8 , X 7] = Z3.
Here g^) =  IR{Zi, Z2, Z 3 , X 4 , X 2 , X 3}, and we want to extend g^2) ^ using
a linear combination of the remaining basis vectors X 4, . . . ,  X 9. We note tha t 
X 7, X 3  , X 3 , X 4 + X 7 , X 3  +  X g, Xq  -(- Xg  could each be considered a  chain generator 
alone, but fj cannot contain any linear combinations of X 7 ,X $ ,X g .  Thus, f) =  
IR{Zi, Z 2, Z 8 , X U ..., We}. Note here th a t the chain generators are not unique: Any 
chain generator could be replaced by itself plus an element of 1).
E x a m p le  3: We want to note tha t i) may be abelian.An example of this is a  9-
dimensional algebra with strong Malcev basis {Ci ,C 2,C 3, B i , B 2, B 3, X 4, X 2, X 3}
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and nonzero bracket relations
[X1, X 2] = B 1, [Xl i B 1] = C 1 
[X2, X 3} = B 2, [X2, B 2\ = C 2 
[X3, X 1] = B 3, [X3, B 3\ = C 3.
f) = JR{C\,C2,C 3, B i , B 2, B 3, } is an abelian ideal. Also, in contrast to example 
1, the chain generators do generate 0 .
D e fin itio n  2 : Let 91 be a  strong Malcev basis for 0 . 91 is an alternating strong
Malcev basis for 0 if it first passes through 3( 0 ), then through 3( 0 ) +  then 
0 (2), then f), then through a maximal set of chain generators X n_pn , X n which 
are linearly independent mod f).
In a  diagram, we have
9l = { Z l f . . . , Z c, X 1, . . . , X a, X a+1, . . . , X b, Xb+i, .  ■ ■ ,Xd ,  x n_p+1, . . . ,  X n }
these span 3( 0 )
V-------------------v-------------------/
these span 3( 0 ) +  [0 , 0]
'-------------------------------- v------- ------------------------- '
these span 0 (2)
 ̂     . >
these span 1)
We can always get an alternating strong Malcev basis, but not every strong 
Malcev basis will have these properties. An example of a strong Malcev basis which 
is not an alternating strong Malcev basis is from example 2: Let {Z i ,  Z 2, Z 3, X i , X 2, 
X 3, X 7 , X g , X g , X 4 , X 3, X 6 } be a strong Malcev basis for 0 from example 2. It 
is not an alternating strong Malcev basis because it does not pass through ^ =  
1R{Z1, Z 2, Z 3, X 1, X 2, X 3, X 4, X 5, X 6}.
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§3.2 S e tt in g  U p  th e  In te g ra l
Let £ — l \ Z \  +  • • ■ +  e c Z *  +  4 + i-^ i  +  . . .  +  £c+nX* e g*, using the dual basis 
to 91 from definition 2. We will apply the Vergne polarizer construction m ethod 
(See, e.g., [CG]) to this particular basis to select generic £’s and polarizers which 
are useful for our proof. We define an ascending chain of ideals as follows:
So =  • • • > Z C}
0 1  =  . . ,  ZC, X i }
0n =  • • • , Z C, X  1, • • • , X n}
Observe th a t Qn_p =  f), where p is as in lemma 2.
We now invoke Vergne’s construction as in the two-step case. Just as in the
two-step case, the vectors external to the polarizers, X [ , . . . ,  X [  , will be placed last 
in the new I  dependent basis 91*. Lemma 5 will show th a t this new basis 91* is still 
strong Malcev in three-step.
In addition to producing 91*, we will also get the m atrix  (bfj), which represents 
B i  w ith respect to 91*. We also get the special polarizer rri£ for £, and the SGPF 
set (Strongly Generic Param etrizing Functionals), all as a  result of the construction 
process. SGPF =  { l \ Z *+ . .  ,+£cZ*+£i 1 +cX*i + . . ,+£ir±cX*r , c\{£) ^  0 , . . . ,  c^(£) ^  
0}. As before, (bfj) was created from (bij), which are both  m atrix  representations 
of the bilinear form B e on 0 / 3( 0 ) x 0 / 3( 0). See section 2.2.
For the above notation, ij is the index of the jth  radical row in (bjj), and X i j  
is a nonzero component in the W*  term. And also as in the two-step case, we get 
k SGPF conditions Ci(£) ^  0. Again, see section 2.2 for the notation.
L e m m a  4: Let £ be a Strongly Generic Parametrizing Functional, and be the
constructed polarizer. Then is an ideal in 0 containing [ 0 , 0].
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P ro o f: We will show [9 , 9] C rri£, for all £e SGPF. Since g is three-step, [9 , 9] =  
g(2) is abelian. Now by Vergne’s Theorem, the constructed polarizer m is ]C”=i r ^> 
where rei  is the radical in g  ̂ of £j — £\ 9 .̂
Note th a t here we s ta rt off at gx =  1R{Zi, . . . ,  ZC, X  1}, which is abelian. Since
[ 9 , 9] is abelian and is one of these ga for some a, then  we know th a t r ia =  ga =
[g, g] is contained in tri£. Hence rri£ is an ideal. Q.E.D.
We would like to say th a t rri£ is contained in f), because this would be a nice 
result. However, polarizers constructed by the above procedure seem to defy any al­
gebraic structure, and the next example shows th a t rri£ doesn’t  have to be contained 
in f).
E x a m p le  4: Let g be the 10-dimensional algebra w ith the alternating strong
Malcev basis {Z \ , ..., Z5, X \ , ..., X5} and bracket relations
[X5, X 4] = X i  [X5, X 3] = X 2 [X4, X3] = Z 1 [X4, X :] = Z4
[X4,X 2] = [X3i X{\  =  Z3 [X5,Xx] = Z2 [X5, X 2] = Z3.
Let £ = t \ Z \  +  ... +  £5 X 1 +  ... +  £1 0 X 5  be an element in the dual space of g. Bg
is a 5 by 5 matrix:
/ ° 0 —h - £ 4 - £ 2 Xl\0 0 0 —h X 2
5̂ 0 0 - h - £ 7 X 3
h 4 £1 0 x 4
V̂2 h £7 0 x j
The reduction process s tarts  with (bij) and ends with (&f ■) which has a t most 
one nonzero entry in every row and column, except in the bookkeeping column. 
After the reduction process, the last row of (bfj) has all zero entries, and so the 
final bookkeeping column vector 5X 3 from (6f •) has a  nonzero X 5 component. This 
vector 5Xs is a  linear combination of Xx, ...,X s, with coefficients which are function 
of £1 ,...,£-?, and is a noncentral radical direction because it corresponds to a  zero 
row in (bfj). But X 5 is a chain generator, hence outside fj by definition, and so
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5 X$ will be outside fj. t) is invariant under the reduction process; this is because 
multiples of top rows are added to rows which are lower down in (6^  ), hence they 
will be further from the center. So we see tha t is not contained in fj here.
Now we will set up the integral as in the two-step case. Again we want to define 
a measure on G th a t allows us to split up the integral by use of Fubini’s Theorem. 
Before we do this, we need to produce 9t£ and to explain the relationship between 
9t£ and B k e, which is the final bookkeeping column in (&fy). 9t£ and B k e are the 
same sets of n + c  vectors dependent on £, bu t the order is different, and 9t£ will be 
the basis which gives the necessary measure on G. B k t  is a strong Malcev basis 
because we have not performed any row switching operations in the process on B £, 
and have always added multiples of rows to rows below them , so th a t the property 
of being a strong Malcev basis is preserved from 91 to B k e.
To produce 9t£, we will split B k £ up into 4 sets:
1. Noncentral polarizer directions {Y( , . . . ,  Y f } ,  { W f , . . . ,  W f} ,  not necessarily in 
this order, bu t ra ther in the order in which they appear in Bkg.
2. { X f , . . . ,  X f }, which are X s- vectors which appear in t).
3. {-X^+1, . . . ,  X ^ } , which are X £ vectors outside I) which have associated Y e 
vectors which are outside [g, g].
4- {x L + i which are X ^  vectors outside f) which have associated Y £ 
vectors which are in [g, g].
W ithin each of these 4 sets, the original order from 91 and B k e is preserved. Let 
{Aj , . . . ,  A |+r } be the final order from B k e for the polarizer directions { Y/ , . . . ,  Yjf}, 
{ W ( , . . . ,  Wf:}. In B k 1. we do not know exactly what the order of the Y f , W f ,  and 
X f  vectors is. Note tha t we have broken the set { X f , . . . ,  X |}  of external vectors 
(nonpolarizer directions) into three disjoint sets. We also note th a t there are k 
SGPF pairs (X f , Y f ) w ith the property th a t £ ([X |,Y /]) ^  0. Here j and i are
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not the same due to the fact th a t we do not know exactly where these vectors 
will occur in B k e. Finally we note th a t W* passes through [g, g]: changing from 
B k e to does not rearrange any elements in [g, g] because [g, g] contains no 
X 1 vectors, and so the basis vectors in [g, g] will not be rearranged. So we get 
=  {Zl t . . . ,  Z e, W f , . . .  , W f , Y f , . . .  , Y * , X  f , .. . , X f } .
L e m m a  5; is a strong Malcev basis for  g .
P ro o f: { Z i , . . . ,  Z c, A \ , . . . ,  Af.+r} spans and is the first p a rt of a strong Malcev 
basis by construction, due to Vergne’s Theorem. Now let
Vi = TB{Zu . . . , Z c, A [ , . . . , A i +r, X l . . . , X f }
where i < k. By Lemma 4, [g, g] C m^, so [Xf,Vi] C [g, g] for any i , j  between 1 
and k, so Vi is an ideal of codimension k  — i in g, and so is a  strong Malcev 
basis for g. Q.E.D.
For notational purposes, let Y f  be th a t Y e vector such th a t ( X f , Y e) is an 
SGPF pair. T h a t is, ^■{\Yt , Xf})  ^  0 by the SGPF conditions. So we get k SGPF 
pairs (X f ,  Y f )  which for a  given pair now have the same subscript. We will define 
a measure on G  by taking Lebesgue measure du on g into Haar measure dm(£)dxe 
on G  via a  m ap : g -» G  defined as T e (u i , . . .  , u n+c) = exp(uiZ i  +  . . .  +  
u cZ c +  uc+1Y f  +  . . .  +  u c+kYg  +  u c+k+1W f  +  . . .  +  uc+k+rW f)exp (uc+k+r+ i X f ) •
. . . -exp(Mn+cX |) .  Lemma 1 from section 3 tells us th a t this is a Haar measure, 
since the proof of lemma 1 does not depend on the use of g being two-step. We 
need lemma 5 here to insure th a t Ie is a strong Malcev basis.
Denote exp*(dm(£)) by d%dwedyt , where
didwedye = d ix. . .  dicd w i . . .  dwrd y i . . .  dyk and rh(£) = faZi  +  . . .  +  3CZC +  
y { Y f  +  . . .  +  ykYjf +  Wi w f  +  . . .  +  Wrw f  is an element in the polarizer m^.
Define fit : IRfc -» G  by Pe{t \ , . . . , t k) = e x p ^ j X f ) . . .  exp{tkX f ) .  The image of
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/?£ in G  is a cross section for M f\G , where Me = exp (tip), and [3e is a diffeomorphism 
of onto a  cross section of M e\G .
§3.3 P r o o f o f  T h eorem  1
We now state  the theorem  and explain the reduction process, which is far more 
complicated than  for the two-step case.
T heorem  1 (th ree-step  case) Let g be a three-step nilpotent Lie Algebra, 
let G =  exp( g), so that G is connected and simply connected. Let G be the unitary 
dual of G. Let p  £ L£°(G) be such that (p{7r) =  0, W  6  E  C G, where E  is some 
set of positive Plancherel measure. Then ip — 0 almost everywhere on G.
To prove this, we will set up an integral as for the two-step case, and will 
proceed to reduce it in 5 stages:
1. Eliminate all w% as variables of integration from W f  vectors which are from 
rows in •) which originally were outside [g, g].
2. Eliminate all yi as variables of integration from Y f ,  where Y f  has an associated 
X f  vector in I). These will be y\, .. . ,yh-
3. Eliminate the yi as variables of integration from Y f ,  where Y [  is outside [g, g] 
and has an associated X f  vector which is not in fp These will be yh+i, •••, Um-
4. Eliminate the yi as variables of integration from Y f ,  where Y f  is in [ g, g] and 
has an associated X f  vector which is not in f). These will be ym+ i , yk-
5. Eliminate the z \ , ..., zc and the Wi as variables of integration from Z  vectors in 
3 (g) and vectors in [g, g].
Proof: For each strongly generic iveE, there exists a unique feSGPF such that 
7r =  ty£. We let E '  C SGPF correspond to the set E  C G.
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Next, the derivation of the  kernel formula is exactly the same as in the two-step 
case. We have
0 =  [  (p{Pt{t)~Xm { t )P t (u ) ) x t { r n ( l ) ) k id m { l )
J M g
Vt,  weIRfc, for each £ e E where mgeMg =  exp(mf).
As in the two-step case we get
ime
where tp = yyo exp, and rhg erri£, and =  (—tkXf.) * . . .  * (—t i X f )  * m(£) * u i X f  * 
. . .  * ukX l
Stage 1 begins w ith the observation th a t even from the outset of the reduction 
process for (bfj), every entry in both (bfj) and (6y ) is a function only in coefficients 
of £ corresponding to basis elements in [g, g]. Thus, and Xf  are independent 
of those elements outside [g, g]*. So for Wf  outside of [g, g], its X z. component 
(using the 94 basis) is also outside of [g, g], and this will make be independent of 
ti-+c, where £ — £XZ{ + . .  . + £CZ* + £il+cXf1 + . . .  +£ir+cX*r . (For notation, see the 
note before lemma 4). Say there are (r — q) W f  vectors from 94f which are outside 
of [g, g]. We will do a partial Fourier transform  with respect to wq+i, ...,uv , using 
the freedom to vary + 1)+c)j • • • j £(ir+c) over a set °f positive (r — q) dimensional 
measure. We can split up the integral by Fubini’s Theorem  as
=z f  f  ~^lQ^e27rl(el$l+---+ec$c+£ii+cwl + ---+eiq+cwq)
7lRr-9  J\RC+q+k
d$dwi . . .  dwqd,yi . . .  dyk e  ̂ b 9+ i + c )  g+l+ + ( ir + c )  dwq^.i . . .  dwr
This is exactly the same as in the two-step case, see stage 2 in section 4, and by the 
partial Fourier transform procedure described in the two-step case we get
0 =  [  p ( 1D)e‘2Kl(m(e))d^1 . . . d ^ cdw1 . . .dw qdy1 . . .dyk ,  (7)
J\Rc+y+k
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for each i e E 1, th a t is, for each % g+1+c)> • • • ir+c) £ V i i , . . . ,  t k , u x, . . . ,  u k G
]R. We note th a t in (7), the exponential term
e27rt(£131 + ...+£c3c+£(ii+c)toi + ...+£(ir+ c)u>q)
can be w ritten  in the simpler form e27r̂ (m(£))5 where the variables which have been 
integrated out are pu t back into the integral in order to get the m (l )  term  back. 
We did this by multiplying the  integral in (7) by e  ̂ bg+i+c) 9+1+ + (ir+c)Wr) 
and bringing this term  inside the integral. We can do this because now wq+x, ..., wr 
are no longer variables of integration.
The 2—, 3— and 4— stages here will be analogous to  the 1— stage in the 2 step 
case: we eliminate yi as variables of integration from Y f  vectors. The reason we 
need three separate stages here is th a t Y f  may have an associated X £ in I) (stage 
2), or Y f  may have an associated X j  outside of f) (stage 3 and stage 4).
Stage 2 will eliminate y x, .. . ,yh as variables of integration. As in the two-step 
case, the procedure is to do h separate integral reductions, starting with the first 
external vector X x. We will describe the first three reductions for stage 2; the others 
are similar. We have (7). The inner autom orphism  formula we will be using next is 
(—A) * B  * A  — (Ad exp(—A)) B  =  (exp(ad(—A)) B
=  ( l  + eui(-A) +  f i l l - A ) 2] B
=  B + [B, A\ +  \ [A [A ,  B}}.
First we do an inner automorphism in X f :
— t k X l  * . . .  * — t xX x * m i l )
* t i X f  * - t xX {  * u xX {  * . . .  * u kX £k.
We get
—t kX k * . . .  * —1 2 X 3  * ( ) * —t xX £ * u i X £ * . . .  * u kX%.,
where the content of the parentheses is
m{t)  +  [m(£), t xX £] +  l- [ t xX f, [txX £,
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Let stand for the two bracket term s above, th a t is, everything in ( ) except
m ( £ ) .
e rri£, since rri£ is an ideal by lem m a 3, so we do the following change of 
variables w ith Jacobian 1: m(£) i— > fh (£) — 3^.This has Jacobian 1 because g is a 
nilpotent Lie algebra and 3 i e [g, g]. W hen everything is w ritten out for this, the 
change of variables m atrix  is upper triangular w ith ones on the main diagonal. We 
get
° =  [  <p(2n ) e 2™£('rnW~ $ ^ d ? ) l . . . d z c d w i . . . d w q d y i . . . d y k
J ^ c + q + k
where
2a  — —t^Xf.  * . . .  * —£2-^2 * m(£)  * —t \ X f  * u \ X f  * . . .  * u^Xf. .
Second, we need to evaluate £ (m(£) — 3 i)  =  £ ~  ^(3i)-
<(Si) = <([m(<),
We can rewrite the single bracket term  as
l { [ l xZ x +  . . . + 2cZ c +  w 1W £ +  . . . +  w r W £ +  y xY £ +  . . .  +  y kY £M X { \ )
and because the m atrix  (fef ■) is in canonical form, we can further simplify it to
£([y1Y 1e, t 1Xf ) )  =  y 1t 1c1(£),
where Y± is the associated internal orbit vector of X f .
For the double bracket term  in tJ(5i), we have
[ X f ,  m ( i ) ] ] ) .
Since we know th a t X f  is in f), it is not a chain generator, and so this last expression 
m ust be 0.
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We have
0 =  f  fi(2n)e2ni£W e» e-2”iyihciW dh .. .  dic dwx...  dyk.
J j f tC+ q+k
B y use of Fubini’s Theorem  we “peel o f f ’ the dyx to get
0 =  [  [  p (2n )e 2,"*(m(£)) d%x ..  .dicd w i . . .  dwqd,y2  dyk
JJR 7lRc+9+ fc- 1
e ~27"vihciW dyu
\/£ E E',  for a. a. wq+x, . .. ,wr E M ,V t x, . .. , tk,ux, . . .  ,uk e JR.
T he variability of the t x in 2D can be controlled by requiring ux — tx =  ax to 
be constant. Since we have com plete freedom  in th e  ux variable, we can control the  
variability of the t x.
Now we argue as follows: For fixed t2, . . . ,  tk, u2, ■ ■., uk, and for a fixed £ E E 1 
we see that the inner integral is a function of yx only. We have a Fourier transform  
of the inner integral in the yx variable, and since it is OV real t x, we know that
0 =  [  (p(2 □ )e2™£(m(£)) dix.. .  d̂ c dwx . . .  dwq dy2 . . .  dyk (8)
yiRC+g+fc- 1
Vt2, . . .  , tk, u2, . . .  ,uk,ax, for a. a. wq+x, ,. .  ,wr, yx E IR, for each £ E E ' .
Now we want to  get 2D in a nicer form. Since ax =  —tx +  ux, we expand  
fh(£) * axXI  in 20  to get
m(£) + axXi  +  ±[m(£),axX(] +  ~[m(£),  [m(£), axX(]] -  j^[axXl [m{£) ,axXi]]
by the Cam pbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula. W e do another change of variables w ith  
Jacobian 1: fh(£) i-> rh(£) — $2, where #2 is the sum  of the three term s above w ith  
brackets. So we get
0 =  [  p(3\jj)e2'Kie(Tn(e)-$2) dfa . . .  d$c dw\ . . .  dwq dy2 . . .  dyk
J l R C + q + k - l
where
=  —tkX k * . . .  * —t2X2 * (m(^) +  axX x) * U2X2 * . . .  * ukX k.
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We evaluate £($2) 35 follows:
aix i\) +  £(^[m(£),  W £)> a iX f]])  -  ^ ( ^ [ a i X f , [m(£), a iX f]]) . (9 )
As before, the first term  in (9 ) reduces to £([y{Yl,a\X{\)  by the canonical ba­
sis for (6fj), and this is y\aiC\(i).  Now y\ is no longer a variable of integration, 
so e27r*yiaiC1^  can be put outside the integral and cancelled. In (9 ), the second  
term  £(x [rh(£), [fh(£), a iX f]])  is 0 because is an ideal, [m(£),aiXf] e m^, and 
£([rri£, m^]) =  0 . In (9 ), the last term  is zero because Xf  is not a chain generator. 
So at the end of reduction 1 in stage 2 we have (8 ) w ith  2n  replaced by 3Q
T h e second reduction in stage 2 is similar to  the second reduction in stage 1 
in the tw o-step case. See (3 ) in the tw o-step case. We do an inner autom orphism  
w ith the t2X$ vector to  get:
3D =  -  tkX i  * . . .  * - t 3X% * {m{£) +  axX{  +  [rh{£) +  aiX f , t2X%\+
\ { t2X i  [t2X%, m(£) +  aiXi}}) * (u2 -  t2)Xi  * . . .  * ukX l
We do another change of variables w ith Jacobian 1: rh{£) 1-4 m{£) — $3, where
&  =  W £) +  “ 1 x i  *2* | ]  +  \ [ t 2X l  [t2X l  m(£) +  a !X f]].
We get
0 =  [  ^ (4n )e 27r*£(,Tl{£)“ ^ 3) dfa . . .  dtic d w i .. .dwqdy2 . , .dyk
JlRc+9+fc—1
where
4D =  - t kX ek * . . .  * - t 3X i  * (m(£) +  aiXi )  * (u2 -  t2)X% * . . .  * ukX l  
We evaluate as follows:
* (& ) =  e{Me)  + * i A M X f t  + \ [ t 2x l [ t 2x Z M e )  +  *iXl)})
( 10) =  £([a1X f , t 2X |] ) + £ ( [ m ( £ ) , t 2X |] ) + ^ ( [ t 2A 2£,[ t2X 2£,m (£ ) +  a 1A 1£]]).
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T he first term  in ( 10) contains no variables of integration, and so e2nt£̂ aiXv t2X2̂  
can be brought outside the integral and cancelled. T he second term  in ( 10) will 
reduce to  y2t2c2(£) by the canonical form for (bfj), which will give e2nty2t2C2̂ . The 
third term  in (10) is 0 because X 2 is not a chain generator. B y  use of Fubini’s 
T heorem  we “peel o ff’ the dy2 to  get
0 = [  [  £p{4 □ )e2*i«(m«)) dh  . . .  dlc dWl . . . dwqdy3  dyk
JIR JUc+(l+k- 2
e-2niy2t2c2(e) dy^
V £ G E',  for a. a. wq+i , . . . ,  wr G IR, Vt2, .. .  , t k, u2, . . .  ,uk,ai  G IR.
T he variability o f the t2 in 4D can be controlled by requiring u2 — t2 =  a2 to  
be constant. Since we have com plete freedom  in the u2 variable, we can control the 
variability o f the t2.
Now we argue as follows: For fixed t3, . . . ,  tk,u3, . . . ,  uk, and for a fixed £ G E'  
we see that the inner integral is a  function of y2 only. We have a Fourier transform  
of the inner integral in the y2 variable, and since it is 0 V real t2, we know that
0 =  /  £ ( 4m)e27a£(m(£)) dfa . . .  dic dw1 . . .  dwq dy3 . . .  dyk (10)
J IRC+q+fc-2
Vt 3, . . .  , t k,u3, . . .  ,« f c ,a i ,a 2 , for a. a. wq+1, . . . , w r,y1,y2 G IR, for each £ G E'.
Now we want to get 4\J in a nicer form. We expand (in(£) +  aiXf)  * a2X |  in 
4D to get
m(£) + a,\Xi -\-a-1X2 +  — [ m ( £ ) a i X f , a 2 X |]4 ~ — [m(£) +  a iX £, [m (£ )+ a iX £, 02X3]]
\m(£) +  aiXi ,  a2XiU
by the Cam pbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula. W e do another change of variables w ith  
Jacobian 1: fh{£) t-* m(£) — where ^4 is the sum  of the three term s above w ith  
brackets. So we get
0 =  [  ^ (5n ) e2™*(™(£)-#4) dfa . . .  d$cdw1.. .  dwqdy3 . . .  dyk (11)
Jl£lc+fI+ k ~ 2
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where
5D =  —tkX[  * . . .  * —tzX% * (rh(£) 4 - a iX f  +  0-2X2) * 113X3 * . . .  * u^Xl.
We evaluate £($4) as follows:
f  +  a-iXf, a2X%] +  [m(£) +  axXf,  [m(£) +  axX{, a2X%]} ]
{ \  1 > (12)
{  -  - [ a 2X*,{ni(£) +  aiX t , a 2Xi]]). J
As before, the first term  in (12) reduces to  £([y2Y2 ? o2X 2]) by the canonical basis 
for (bfj), and this is y2a2c2(£). A gain y2 is no longer a variable of integration, so 
g27rii/2a2c2M can be brought outside the integral and cancelled. In (12), the third  
term  is 0 because 0-2X2 *s n° t  a chain generator since it is an elem ent of f). The  
m iddle term  in (12) is expanded as
+ aiX\f, \m{£) +  axX l  a2X J]])
=  [fn(£) +  oxXf,  a2X £2]]) +  £ (^ [oxX l  [m{£) +  axX f , a2W|]])
=  H * )  +  axX l  a2X 2]}) + £{[oxX l  [fh(l), o2X^}})+
T he first term  in the last line is 0 because [m(£) +  axXf,  a2X |]e [g , g] C and  
£([m^,m^]) =  0 . T he third term  in th e  last line is 0 because axX{  is not
a chain generator. So we are left w ith £(j^[axXi ,  [m(£), a2X 2]]). The problem  
here is that [m(£),a2X 2] m ay contain a nonzero Yx com ponent when it is writ­
ten as a  linear com bination in the basis, and so £(X[axXf, \rh{£), a2X |]])  could  
be nonzero. This term  m ay be a nonzero function of the variables of integra­
tion. Define the function H  to be X£^aix[,[fh(£),a2X 2\[), which is a func­
tion of the variables yx,y2,y3,...,yk,Wq+i , . . .  ,wr,ax,a2,£, and is linear in each  
of the variables yx, ..., y ,̂ wq+ x,, . . . ,  wr. T he reason that H  is a linear function of 
Hi, yk,iVq+1, . . .  ,wr is that m(£) is a linear function of these variables and m(£)
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only appears once in the term  [a\X[,  [m (£), 0,2X2]], and £ is a  linear functional. 
N ote that iui,...,wq do not appear in H  because they  are variables from W e- vec­
tors which are inside [g , g] and [g , [[g, g], g]] =  0 since g is three-step. This H 
function will give a more com plicated integral, but we notice that since H  is linear 
in the variables yi, ...,yk,wq+i , . . .  ,wr, we can sp lit H  up as H + Hi,  where H  is a 
function of yi ,y2,wq+i, ■.. ,wr ,ai,a,2,£, and Hi  is a  function of 2/3,..., yk, ai, 0,2, £. 
T hen  we can bring e2n%H outside of the integral in (11) and cancel it since it con­
tains no variables of integration. A t the end of reduction 2 in stage 2 we have:
0 =
[  ^ S D) e2Wi/r1(»3,...,j/&,a1,o2,<)e2W«(m(«)) ^  ^  ^  _  dWqdy3 . . . dVk
J IRC+<J+fc-2
Vt 3, . . .  , t k,u3, . . .  ,uk,ai ,a2, for a. a. iog+i , . . .  ,wr, y i , y2 G IR, for each £ G E ' .
W e will show how we deal w ith  these unw anted extra exponential factors by  
assum ing that Hi  is a  nonzero function of y3, and doing reduction 3 in stage 2 . We 
do an inner autom orphism  w ith  the t3X§ vector to  get: 5D =
— * . . .  * —t^X  ̂* (m(£) +  diXf  +  a2X 2 T  [,m(£) +  ciiXf +  0,2X2,13AC3]-+-
\ { t z X l  [t3X l  m(£) +  aiXf  +  a2X%]]) * (u3 - t 3)Xe3 * . . . *  ukX ek.
We do another change o f variables w ith Jacobian 1: fh{£) i-> m(£) — #5, where
3 s =  [m (ty +  ° i X f  +  a,2X%,t3X 3] +  ~[t3A 3, ]t3X^, m(£) +  a iX f  +  a2-X’|]].
We get
0 =  /  ^ (6D\ e27riH1(y3 .„,yfc,a1,a2,«) x
JlRC+q+k-2
e2TTie(m(e)-$5) ^  dnJi _ _ dw  ̂dy3 . . .  dyk
where
6n  =  - t kX i  * . . .  * ~ u x \  * (m(£) +  aiX{  +  a2X |)  * - t 3X% * m3X |  * . . .  * ukX l
We evaluate as follows:
* (& ) =  +  a>iX{ +  a2X l  t3Xl)  +  \ [ t 3X l  [t3X e3, m(£) +  aiXf  +  a2X J]]) =
£([aiXf +  a2X%,t3X 3]) +  £([m(£),t3X 3]) +  -£([t3X 3, [t3X 3,m(£) +  aiXf  +  o^-X^]])
( 13)
T he first term  in ( 13) contains no variables of integration, so e2nteUaiXi +a2x2’t3x3]')
can be brought outside the integral and cancelled. T he second term  in ( 13) will 
reduce to  y3t3c3(£) by th e  canonical form for Bp, w hich will give e2'frty3t3c3(£). T he  
third term  in ( 13) is 0 because X 3 is not a chain generator. B y  use of Fubini’s 
T heorem  we “peel o ff’ the dy3 to get
that Hi  is not a function of t3.
T he variability of the t3 in 6D can be controlled by requiring u3 — t3 =  a3 to  
be constant.
Now we argue as follows: For fixed t4, . . . ,  f fc, m4 , . . . ,  uk, and for a fixed £ G E 1 
we see that the inner integral is a function o f y3 only. W e have a Fourier transform  
of the inner integral in the y3 variable, and since it is OV real t3, we know that
Now we note that since H i  is linear in y3, e27riflri(i'3- ">yfc-ai . a2>£) =
e 2 n i ( H i { y 3 , a i , a 2 , e )+ H 2 (y4 , . . . , y i , , a i , a2 ,e)) _  e 2iviHi  (y3 , a i  ,a2 ,£) e 2 n iH 2 ( y 4  .a q  ,a2 ,£) a n ( j
p ( 6 0 y * U ( m(l))(J*iH 1 (v3 ,..,vk ,a1 ,a2 ,e)
IR J iRC+q+fc-3
d,fo... d i c dw 1 . . .  dwq dy\ . . .  dyk e dy3,





since y3 is no longer a variable of integration, e27r*-ffi(?V3 ’ai ’a2 '£) Can be brought out­
side o f the integral and cancelled, leaving ( 14) w ith Hx(y3, ..., yk> a\, a2, i) replaced  
by H2(y4, ...,yk,ax,a2,£).
Finally we sim plify 6D as was done in reductions 1 and 2 to  get ( 14) w ith  
6D replaced by 7D and H2(y3, ..., yk, alt a2, £) replaced by #3 (2 /4 ,..., yk, alt a2, a3,£), 
where rO = —tkX [ * . . . * — t4X { * (fh(£) +  axXf  +  02-^2 +  azX3) *u4X4 *. • • *ukX[.
W e do h — 4 more integral reductions for this stage, since there are h dimensions 
of external vectors which are in the ideal I).
A t the end of stage 2 we have:
0 =  [  ^ (8n )e 27r^ (rn(£))e27rli;f4 rf3 l . . .  d3c d w i .. .  dwq dyh+l . . .d yk
JjRc+q+k-h.
where
8D =  - t kX j -* . . . * - th+iX£+1*(m(£) +  axX[  +  . . .  +  ahXf)  *uh+xXi+x*. . .*ukX£.
and where # 4  is a  function o f yk+i, •••, yk, &i, •••, ak, t. This integral is 0 V l eE \  
for a. a. Wq̂ -x, . . . ,  wr , y \ , . . . ,  yk G IR, V tk4-x, • • •,  tki ĥ-j-i, • * •, 'U'k, ^1 , • • *, £  IR)
where =  Ui — t{. N otice th at since q < r and h < k we get a  c +  q +  k — h 
dim ensional integral. We also note that we get axX{ +  . . .  +  akX£ inside 8D by a 
procedure described above.
For stage 3 we note beforehand that wq+1, .. .  ,wr,yx, . . .  ,yh are no longer vari­
ables of integration. This fact will help the argum ent which we will make. These 
integral reductions will be ju st like those in stage 2 , except that the exponential 
factors are more com plicated.
First we do an inner autom orphism  in Xfl+1:
-  t kX i  * . . .  * - t h+xXfl+x * (m(£) +  axX( +  . . .  +  ahX eh)
* th+ 1-^h+l * — th+lXft+x * M/t-fl X}t+X * . . .  * UkX k.
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We get
* . . .  * — t/j+2 -^ + 2  * ( ) * ~^h+l^h+l  * u h+\Xfl^.i * . . .  * UfeXfc,
where the insides of the parentheses are
m{£) +  a \ X \  +  . . .  +  a h X l  +  [m(£) + d \ X {  + . . .  +  a ^ X f, t^+ iX ^+1]
+  2  [ ^ + 1 -^ + 1  > ™-(t) +  ai X f  + . ■. +  ahXf^\  .
Again let ^  stand for the two term s with brackets above. Now we do the change 
of variables fh(£) i-> rh(£) — in the integral to get
0 — f  ~/9n \e27ri£(m(£)-5'1) e 2-wit (m{l))  e 2iviH4 (y hjr l , . . . yk ,a l , . . . ah ,e)
J  iRc+ q + k - hIjUC+q —h
d fa . . .  d}c d w i . . .  dwq dyh+1. . .  dyk
where
9□ — —tkX k * . . .  * —tk+2X^+2 * (zn(£) +  a iX i  +  • • • +  dhXfy  
* ~th+lXfr^i  * * . . .  * ukX k.
Second, we need to  evaluate £ (rh(£) — 01) = £ (rh(£)) — £{$i). 
m i )  =  e([™W + d1X ‘ +  . . . +  dhX l  th+1X eh+1])
+  2 ^ ( [ ^ + 1^ + i ’ ith+iXh+ii m (ty +  ai X i  +  • • • +  dhX^\\) .
For the single bracket term , since the m atrix (&f ■) is in canonical form w ith  respect 
to  the basis <Jle, we can sim plify it to
^ \yh+lYh+i, th+l^h+l -  yh+lth+lCh+l(t)-
For the double bracket term  in we can split it up as
2 ^h+l^ \?̂ h+l-> [xfi+li m ( )̂]]
+ h l + i l  [ X U u  l x t + l , a , X i  + ... + a h x i ) ]
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and the term  w ith only external vectors here will produce an exponential factor 
which can be brought outside the integral and cancelled because it contains no 
variables of integration. So we have rem aining
\ t l +A { x i +i[xl+i ,™(t) \ ] ) -  ( i s )
Now we write [X^+ 1, rh(£)] as a  linear com bination in the basis and notice  
that the only com ponents of [X^+1, fh(£)] from this basis which could contribute  
to  m ake ( 15) nonzero are those com ponents of Y£+1. A gain this is because of the  
basis for {bfj). B u t, for these reductions in stage 3 , the internal orbit vectors 
Y e are outside [g , g] for all these reductions in stage 3 , and since [X^+1, fh{£)\ is 
in [g , g], [X^+1, m(£)\ will always have a zero Y£+1 com ponent, and so ( 15) will 
always be 0.
We have
0  =  f  ~ ^ e 2 n i e ( Z ( £ ) ) e 2n i H4 g - 2 « i y h + 1 t h + 1 ch + 1 (e) ^  d u q  . . . d y
Jm,c+<i+k- h
B y use o f Fubini’s Theorem  we “peel o ff’ the dyh+i to  get
0 = /  [  <£(9D )eZiri^ rn(e-))e2™H* d ix . . . d i c d w i . . . d w q dyh+2 - - -dyk
JlR JsRC+q+k-h-l
e- 2 *iVh+lth+l°h+lW dyh+1,
G E ' ,  for a. a. wq+i , . . .  , w r , y ! , . . .  , y h £ IR, V t h+i , . . .  , t k , u h+l, . . .  , u k , 
ai, ■ ■ ■ , o-h G IR, where iJ 4 is a a function of yh+i, •••, yk, a-i, •••, o.h,£, and is a linear 
function in each of the variables y/i+i, ...,yfc. We note th a t H 4  is not  a function of 
the variable th+i-
A gain the variability of the f/i+ 1 in ip can be controlled by requiring Uh+i — 
th+i — a/1+1 to be constant. Since we have com plete freedom  in the w/1+1 variable, 
we can control the variability o f the th+i-
Now we argue as follows: For fixed a/l+i, for fixed t /l+2, . . .  ,tk,Uh+2 , . . .  ,Uk, 
a i , . . . ,  a/i and for a fixed £ € E 1, we see that the inner integral is a function of yn+i
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only. We have a Fourier transform  of the inner integral in the yu+i variable, and  
since it is 0 V t/i+ i, we know that
0 =  [  ip(9n)e27Vie(-Tn('e'))e2'7rtH4dzl . . .d2cdw1. . .dwqdyh+2 . . .dyk (16)
JIRc+ 9+fc—h— 1
V tfi 2̂ 5 • • • 5 ? ^/i+2 ? • • • 5 5 ^ 4 , . . . ,  /̂i-f-1 1 foV a. a. 'UAg.j-i, . . . , Wr , T/j , . . . , G H ,
for each £ E E',  where H4 is a  a  function of 2/ /1+1,?/ fc,  a i , a *,£, and is a linear 
function in each of the variables yh+i , • ••,?/*:•
Since H4 is linear in yh+i, e2̂ lH4 ŷh+l ’"'yk'ai’'"'ah’̂  can be split up as
e2iriHA(yh+1,ai,...,ah,e)e2TTiH5(yh+2,...yk,ai,...,ah,e)
where H*, is a  a function o f yt+2, ■■■, yk, •••, ah, £, is a  linear function in each 
of the variables yh+2, •••, yk, and since yh+i is no longer a variable of integration, 
eri-mH<i(yh+l,a1,...,ah,e.) can outside (16) and cancelled. We get
0 =  /  ~ (9n )e 2^ ( M £ ) ) e2 ^ 5 dh " ^  dwi " dWq dyh+2 " dyk (17)
7 lRc+ 9+ fc—/l—1
We will sim plify 9m, which again will alter H^yh+2, •••) yk, ai,  •••, ah,£) by pos­
sibly adding more linear term s in the rem aining variables of integration to it.
We use the Cam pbell-Baker-H ausdorff form ula to  sim plify the m iddle part of
9Q
(m(£) +  aiXf  +  . . .  +  a,hXh) * a / i + i ^ +1
=  m(i)  +  aiXf  +  . . .  +  a /,+ iX ft+1 +  -  \}n{£) +  . . .  +  ahX
+  —  \jn(l) +  . . .  +  ahXft;, [m(£) +  . . .  +  ahXft, f l / i + i ^ +1]]
~  12 [a/l+1^ + 15 [m (^) +  • • • +  ahXl, ah+iXfl+l\ }
We let (Ji stand for the sum  of the term s w ith brackets, and we do another change 
of variables: fh(£) i-> fh(£) — Sh- Again
£{ — +  ••• +  a/iA'f,
=  ^ [ V h + i Y i ^ a w X ^ ] )
= 7}yh+iah+iCh+i(£) 7- 0
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but now yh+i is no longer a variable of integration from the m ost recent integral 
reduction. So e7rtyh+iafl+lCfl+1^  can be brought outside the integral and cancelled. 
B ut again we need to  look at
^(19 [m (^) +  • • • +  ahXl, [m{Z) +  . . .  +  ah+iXfljrl '\\)
1 (18)
-  j 2 < ( f a + l - r £ + „  [m(<) +  . . .  +  ahX l  aĥ X ‘h+1]}).
T hese term s m ay be nonzero and would then  add m ore term s to  H5; we expand  
( 18) to  get
+  ^(^2 [m(£) +  . . .  + a-hX̂ , a^+1X f +1]])
+  ^(To [a iXi +  • • • +  ahXl, [m(£) +  . . .  +  ahXl,
12 ( 19)
-  j 2 < ( K + i ^ + i , [m(<), «M -iX j+1]])
— [ ° l ^ l  +  • • • +  ah%L  aM -l^h + l]])
T he last line in ( 19) can be cancelled because these term s contain no variables 
of integration and produce an exponential factor which can be brought outside of 
the integral and cancelled. T he second to last line, i.e., the third line in (19), can be  
cancelled for the sam e reason that (15) was zero, that is, because in stage 3 , the Y l 
vectors are outside [ g, gj.The first term  in ( 19) can be cancelled  because [ g, g] C m^,
[m(t) + . . . + a kX l  ah+1X ‘w ] 
e [g, g], and ^([m^, [g , g]]) =  0 . So ( 19) sim plifies to
* ( 4  +  • • • +  « h X L  [ s m ,  «m.iXjS+1]])
, (20)
+  ^(—  [fli-X'i +  . . .  +  ahXh, [aiXf  +  . . .  +  ailXfl, aH i X f +1] ] )
Here in (20 ) the second line contains no variables of integration, and so the expo­
nential factor can be brought outside of the integral and cancelled. We have
ia x̂ " +  • • • +  ahX l  a fc+ i^ A + i]]) (21)
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This m eans that the factor e27r̂ (m(f)-t$ i) w jll sim plify to
2* it{Z(l.)-l(^2 [a1x[+...+ahXeh, [m(«), aft+1X^+1]] )
which is the sam e as
e2 - n U ( m . { i ) ) \ alX[ + —+ahXh' [m<£)’ a/i+ lXft+ l]]) (22)
Since we still have the factor e2niH5 from ( 17), and since £ is a  linear functional, 
we can write H5 -  £(j^ [axX[  +  . . .  +  ahX^, [fh(£), a ^ x X ^ ] ] )  as
Hq {yh+2 j •• • j Vk j ®1 j j @,h+ 15 ^) “f” Hq (y\ , ..., Uh-1-1 , Wr—q-j-X, • • • , Wrj f li , ..., 1, £),
and then  we can bring e2lxlH& outside o f the integral and cancel it, since yx, ..., yh+i , 
Wq+x, . . . ,  wT are no longer variables of integration.
At the end of the 1— reduction in stage 3 we have 
0 =  [  ^ ( 10n ) e27r̂ (m(£))e H6 d3 l . . .  d$cd wi . . .  dwqdyh+2 dyk,
7 lRc+ 9+fc—h—1
^ ̂ h+2, - • * , k̂, 'U‘h+2 , * • • , ^k, *̂15 • • • , &H+ 11 for a. a. iOq̂ -x 5 • * • ,^r,y\ ,  - * * 5 yh-\-1 ^ IR., 
for each £ £ E',  where Hq is a  function of yh+2, yk, &i>..., a/!+ x,£  and is linear in  
Vh+2, —, yk-
10n  — ~tkX%. * . . .  * —th+2X^+2 * (m (^) +  a i-^ i + . . .  +  f l/ i+ x ^ + x )
* Uh+2X[+2 * . . .  * Ukxl -  
Note: T he only difference betw een 9D and 10D is that 10D has ak+ iX£+1 added to  
m(£), instead of having a *. T h is is exactly  the sam e as after stage 2 , except now  
we have one less variable of integration.
For each rem aining variable o f integration yj in stage 3 we can repeat the above 
process in, and we do this m — h — 1 more tim es to elim inate all these yj variables 
of integration, so that at the end of stage 3 we have:
0 == [  £(11 □ )e2«€(m(*))e2iritf7 d l x . . .  dlc d w i '" dwqdym+1...dyk
J] i \c+ q + k - i n
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V a i , . . . ,  am £  IR, for a. a. U)q+i, . . . ,  wr , y i , . . . ,  ym €  IR, for each £ e. E \  where 
H7 is a  function of ym+i,  • ••Z/fc,ai, .■■,aTn,£, and is linear in each of the variables 
ym+i , - ,yk,  and n n =
tfcAfc * . . .  * 1-^m+l * "b °1-^1 "b • • • "b O'Tn̂ m) * Mfn+1 Am+1 * • • • * ukXfc.
Stage 4 is sim ilar to  stage 3 , w ith the difference th at Y£+1,...,Y£ are all el­
em ents of [ g, g]. T he integral reductions in th is stage will proceed as the others 
did.
We do an inner autom orphism  in X
— tkXI * . . .  * — * (pi{£)  +  a\Xi  +  . . .  +  amX!^j 
* tm+ l-^m +l * ~tm+lXm_̂ i * Wm+l^m+1 * . . .  * UkXf..
We get
k̂Xfc * . . . * —f m+2-^m+2 * ( ) * ~tm+ 1-^m+l * ^ra+l-^m+l * • • • *
where the insides of the parentheses are
m(£) +  aiXf  +  . . .  +  amX ^  +  [m(£) +  a iX f +  . . .  +  amX ^ , tm +i-^m +i]
b  2 [ W l^ m + l )  m{£) +  diX(  +  . . .  +  amA^J] .
Again let ^  stand for the two term s w ith  brackets above. We do the change of 
variables m (£) h-» m(£) — $2 in the integral to  get
0  = -  f  C^(1Xa ) e 27ri^(TTX(£) —^ 2 ) e 2 7 r i£ ( m ( £ ) ) e 27r i / ir7 ( y m + 1 , . . .yk ,<H,
JlRC+q+k-m
dix .. .  d%c dw 1 . . .  dwq dym+1... dyk
We need to evaluate £ (m (£) — ^ 2) =   ̂(7̂ (^ )) ~
£{$2) =   ̂ b  d\Xl  +  . . .  +  amXfn, tm +iA ’̂ +1] )
+  2^ [tm+iW ^ +1, m(£) +  a iX f  +  . . .  b  amX ^ ]])  .
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For the single bracket term , since the m atrix (6|  •) is in canonical form with respect
p
to the basis 04 , we can simplify it to
For the double bracket term  in £($2), we can split it up as
K + l .  ">(<)]])
+ 1( l * l + i K + i , [ x i + i . «i*f+■ ■ •+a i l ] )
and the term  with only external vectors here will produce an exponential factor 
which can be brought outside the integral and cancelled because it contains no 
variables of integration. So we have
t ( \ t l + , [ X i +1, K L + I, m(£)]]). (23)
Now we write [X ^+1, m(£)] as a linear combination in the 94£ basis and notice th a t 
the only components of [ X ^ +l , m(£)] from this basis 94  ̂ which could contribute 
to make (23) nonzero are those components of 1 ^ + 1  • Again this is because of the 
basis 04  ̂ for (bfj). But, the only remaining variables of integration in m(£) are 
i n s i d e  [0 , 0], and since 0 is three-step, [ X ^ +1, [AT^+i, [0 , 0]]] =  0. So for all these 
reductions in stage 4, [X^ +1 [X^n+1, m(£)]] may be nonzero, b u t the only term s
from (23) which are nonzero will not contain any variables of integration and the
resulting exponential factors can be brought outside the integral and cancelled. By 
the use of Fubini’s Theorem and the reduction procedure, we get
0 =  f  ip^12Q^e 2n te (m (£) ) e 2niJ^7 d i x . . .  d i c d u ) \ . . .  d w q ■ • • d y k
J j R C + q + k —m - l
(24)
V  t m -\-2 3 • • * 5 5 * ^ m + 2  j  • • • 5 3 3 * * * 3 ® m -\-1 3 f o r  ^ g + 1 3 • * • 3 3 V l  3 * • • 3 2/ 771+1  ^  -®*3
for each I  G where
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12D — tkX k  * • • • * —̂ m+2-^m+2*
(m(£) + a !X [  +  . . .  +  amX £ )  * (am+i)X ^ +1 * um+2 X ^ + 2  * . . .  * u kX%.
We will simplify 12n, which will alter the function H ’f(ym+1, ...,yk, a i , •••, am ,£). 
We use the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula to simplify the middle product 
of 12D to  be
(m(£) +  a i X f  +  . . .  +  amX ^ )  * am+ i X ^ + 1
= m{£) +  a i X (  +  . . .  +  am-t_iX^ +1 +  — \m{£) +  . . .  +  amX ^  am+iX ^ +1]
+  — [m(£) - ( - . . .+  amX^, 7̂Tl(£) +  . . . +  am X m , OSm-)-l.Xm_|_i] j
~  12 [m (^) +  • • • +  omX m, am+iX m+1]]
Let # 3 stand for the sum of the term s with brackets, and do another change of 
variables: fh(£) i-» m(£) — 3"3. This will give us 13n  =
* . . .  * —trnjr2 X mjr 2  * (m(£) +  +  . . .  +  am+iX m+i) * um+2 X rnjr 2  * . . .  * u^X^.  
In the exponent, we evaluate the first term  in # 3:
£ ( 2 [rrt(^) ••• T  am X m , =  £( — \ym^.iYrnjt.i,
but now ?/m+i is no longer a variable of integration from the most recent integral re­
duction. So e7rWm+ia"m+lCm+1^  can be brought outside the integral and cancelled. 
Again we need to look at
^ 1 2  \jn{£) +  • • • +  am + l^ i+ i ] ] )
— [a”i+l-^m+H [m (t?) +  . • • +  amX rn, ).
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We will show th a t the exponential factors resulting from these can be elimi­
nated. This can be expanded as
+  t ( j 2  [m (*D +  • • • +  UrnX^,  am+iX ^ +1]])
+  ^(19  [ ° l ^ l  +  • • • +  a77i^m> [m {£) +  • • • +  am + l^’m +l]])
1 (25)
~  22^ ^ am+1^ " l+1’ am+ 1'^ ra+ i]])
-  j ^ ( K h * L h >  [a i X f  + . . .  + amX i ,  am+1 X U i ] ] )
The last line in (25) can be cancelled because these term s contain no vari­
ables of integration and produce an exponential factor which can be brought out­
side of the integral and cancelled. The th ird  line in (25) can be cancelled for 
the same reason th a t (23) was zero, th a t is, because in stage 4, the Y e vec­
tors are in [g, gj.The first line in (25) can be cancelled because [g, g] C m^, 
[m(£) +  . . .  +  amX ^  am+iX ^ +1] e[g, g], and f([m£, [g, g]]) =  0. So (25) simpli­
fies to
^ (? 9  M  +  • • • +  am X [m { i ), a m+iX ^ +1] ] )
1 2  (26)
+  [a i ^ l  +  • • ■ +  [a l ^ l  +  • • ■ +  a ro+l^ro+l]] )
Here in (26) the second line contains no variables of integration, and so the expo­
nential factor can be brought outside of the integral and cancelled. We have
+  . . .  + a hX i  [m(Q, o,,+ 1X '+1]])
And now this can be cancelled for the same reason th a t (23) was able to be cancelled. 
This means th a t the factor e27ri^ m(£)~^3) will simplify to e2me(m(e))  ̂ and at the end 
of the 1st reduction in stage 4, we have an integral just like (24), except th a t 12D is 
replaced by 13Q  All the other integral reductions in stage 4 work like this, and at 
the end of stage 4 we have
0  = [  (p(1 4 n)e 2 nie^ U h . . . d i c dw 1 . . . d w q 
7lRc+'3
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V a i , . . . ,  ajt £ IR, for a. a. wq+i, . . . ,  wr , y1;. . . ,  yk £ IR, for each t  £ E ' ,  where
=  m(£) +  a \ X i  +  . . .  +  akX%..
We note th a t since Hy is a function of ym+ i , ..., yk, a i ,  •••, am ,£, it contains no vari­
ables of integration after stage 4 is completed, so it can be brought outside the 
integral and cancelled.
Finally for stage 5, we use the fact th a t the remaining variables of integration 
come from components of g which form an abelian subalgebra, fa , . . . ,  %c, w i , . . . ,  wq 
come from g) +  [g, g], and this is abelian, and thus we can do a c + q dimensional 
Fourier transform  in these abelian variables, exactly the same as for the center j(  g) 
in the 2 step case, to  get
^ ( 14D) =  0 for a. a. . . .  , j c, w u  ■ • •, «V,J/ i , . . . ,  yk, a i , . . .  , a fc, in IR.
Thus the theorem  is proved.
C H A P T E R  4
C O U N T E R E X A M P L E  F O R  A  N O N -S IM P L Y  C O N N E C T E D  G R O U P  
§4.1 C oun terexam ple
In this chapter we show the necessity th a t G is simply connected for theorem 
1 to  be true. T hat is, if G is nilpotent and connected bu t not simply connected, 
then  theorem  1 fails to be true. This is the case exactly as it is for abelian groups, 
and we will show the similarity between the abelian case and the nilpotent case by 
examining both.
F irst we will look a t the situation on T,  the one-dimensional torus, and show 
how the Paley-W iener Theorem fails there. For T,  we know th a t its unitary  dual is 
{e2nm i}neZ, which is isomorphic to ZZ, and th a t any element in this set has positive 
Plancherel measure. In the language of measure theory, this is an “atom ic” measure 
space. The Fourier transform  f ( k )  is defined as JT f ( t ) e ~ 2 nikidt, for some integer 
k, and this is a complex number. Fourier inversion tells us how to reconstruct f ( t )  
from these Fourier transforms:
m  =
fce/Z
For /  e I£ °(T ), which is the same as /  e L°°(T)  since T  is compact, if /  vanishes on a 
set of positive measure, then th a t means th a t a t least one of the Fourier coefficients is 
zero; however, this does not mean th a t /  is identically 0. In fact, even if the Fourier 
transform  f ( k )  is zero for all k e 7L such th a t \k\ > 1 , / ( f )  =  c\e2^lt +  c2 e~2nit +  C3, 
for complex ci, 02, 6-3 .
Now let /  e L£°(IR2 x T ). The unitary dual of IR2 x T  is IR2 x ZZ, and for 
convenience we define tu =  (u>i,ui2 ,k )  and s =  (s i ,S2 ,f), where lo i ,u2, s i ,S2 are 
elem ents in IR, k e 2Z, and t e T .  The Fourier transform  of f ( s )  is
/((wi,a>2 ,fc)) -  [  [  f { s )e~ 2niul's d s ids 2 dt.
J t  J  IR2
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By Fourier inversion, we can reconstruct /  as:
f ( s ) =  /  7 (wi ,w2,fc)e27ria" srfwxda;2.
fceffi'7'*2
For a fixed k eTL, f ( u i ,u i 2 ,k )  is a function defined on IR2 w ith values in (D, whereas 
f ( k )  is a  complex num ber in the case for L£°(T). If f(u>i,u)2 , k )  vanishes on a set of 
positive measure in IR2 x 5Z, then there are certain indices k  for which f (u i i ,u 2 ,k)  
vanishes for (oq, oj2 )  in a set of positive IR2-measure. B ut the situation above applies 
here: even if the Fourier transform  f(u>i,u>2 ,k )  is zero for all k e TL such th a t \k\ > 1, 
/  is equal to (by Fourier inversion)
f ( s )  =  [  f(cv1 ,cv2 , 0 )e2 nis^ e 2 nis^ ( c 1 e2^ it + c2 e~2nit + c3 )du 1 doJ2,
J I B ?
for real c \ , c 2 ,c3, and certainly need not be zero.
A brief introduction to the situation when G is a connected nilpotent Lie group, 
but not simply-connected, is given in [CG] (p.l61-p.l68). This occurs, for example, 
when G  is a connected, simply-connected nilpotent Lie group, T is a discrete central 
subgroup, and G /Y  ~  G. The example we will be looking a t is the following: let 
G be the connected, simply-connected 3-dimensional Heisenberg group and let T 
be {(0,0, k)eG : k e 2Z}, a discrete central subgroup. We see th a t topologically, 
G ~  IR2 x T , bu t, in contrast to the previous example, G is a  nonabelian group.
The Lie algebra of G is g, the 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra, which is also the
Lie algebra of G. We let { X , Y , Z }  be a basis for g, where Z  — log(0,0,1) in g. 
Let g* be its dual space. We use the following theorem  (see [CG], p .161) to get the 
Kirillov orbit picture in this case.
T h e o re m  7 . Let G be a nilpotent Lie group, G its universal covering group, and 
r  a discrete central subgroup such that G ~  G /Y .  Define A =  logT C g, so that A
is a discrete additive subgroup of  g) =  IRZ,  Z* is the dual element of Z  in g*,
and define g ^  =  {-^eg* : £(A) C Z5}. Then we have:
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(a) I f  £ e g ^ ,  then k.d*(x)£ e for  all x  e G.
(b) I f  tv e G, and i f  n e (G ) is its pullback to G,
7? =  7 r (a ;r ),
then the orbit O -  is in g ^ . Conversely, if  a  e (G ) and Oa C  g ^ , then a is trivial 
on r  and is the pullback of some ix e G.
This result says th a t the Kirillov orbit picture applies to G if we replace g* 
with g ^ . For a  fixed k e 71, let the plane t*, =  {£eg* : £(Z) =  k }: this is a 
subset of g ^  which is the two-dimensional plane in g* parallel to the X * Y * —plane 
which passes through the point kZ*.  So the set g ^  is the set UneZ which is 
the set of all two-dimensional planes in g* parallel to  the X*K*—plane which pass 
through points which have integer Z* components. The set to is the union of one 
point orbits, and for each nonzero k, t*, is a single co-adjoint orbit. The Plancherel 
measure of G is taken on the set g ^ , and is the following:
^Euclidean plane measure on to^ +  \P f(nZ*) \  • Sn ,
n^O
where 5n is the point mass a t n. The support of the Plancherel measure for G is g ^ . 
Define £x to be x Z * , for x  e IR. The set of param etrizing functionals for (Jn^o ^  
is {£n : n  e 7L, n  ^  0}, and let 7t£n be the corresponding representation, by the 
Kirillov model. We note th a t £q does not correspond to a unique representation 
because this is the set to, which is the union of all the one point orbits. Fourier 
inversion tells us, in this case, th a t
<p(e)= f  (<p o exp)(£)d£ +  T r ( 7ren(ip))\Pf(£n)\. (1)
•/ t 0 n^O
All we want to say is th a t (1) isn’t necessarily zero under the hypothesis 
<p e L ^ { G )  such th a t (p{tx)  = 0 on a set of positive Plancherel measure. We will give 
an example of a nonzero <p e L^°(G)  for which (p{H£n ) =  0 for all n ^  0. Since the 
set of all 7T£n in G for n  ^  0 is a  set of infinite Plancherel measure, this is certainly
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sufficient for the purpose th a t v?(tt) =  0  on a  set of positive Plancherel measure. So 
(1) can be simplified to:
tp(e) = j  (cp o exp)(£)d£
Jt0
=  j ^ 2  (<poexp)(£)d£,
/m2
:re d£ is Euclidean measure on to 
IR2 for <p evaluated a t the unit element e in G, so <p can be reconstructed as:
whe =  IR2. This is Euclidean Fourier inversion over
‘pig) — [  (v3 0 exp)eie(l°S 9 \£)d£.  (2 )
J jr2
In some sense, we have reduced (1) to  a two-dimensional setting over to- We claim 
th a t any nonzero, compactly supported measurable function p  defined on G th a t is 
constant under central translations has the property th a t (p{TXen ) =  0 for all n  0 
and will satisfy (2). Constant under central translations means th a t (p(x,y,z) = 
(p(x, y , z  + c) for any c e IR, which in fact means th a t ip is independent of the 
central variable. Recall th a t for G, the center is a compact one-dimensional normal 
subgroup.
The inversion formula in (2) in not a restriction at all for L 2  functions defined on 
IR2; it is standard Euclidean Fourier inversion (see [G]). Any compactly supported 
measurable function defined on IR2 will satisfy (2). To meet the other condition on 
(p, we need to calculate the trace of 7Ten (<p) using the trace formula (see theorem 
4.4.4 in [CG], p .164). We know th a t if 71 e G  which corresponds to the co-adjoint 
orbit Oe C g^., and if <p is a Schwartz function on G, then
T r  7r(</?) =  T r  £p{7r) =  f (<p o exp){£')d9i{£') (3)
J o t
where d 6 (£') is the invariant measure on Og in the trace formula for the representa­
tion 7Tg e (G) associated with Oe- Also, (</? o exp)(^7) is calculated in the following 
manner: let (j) =  <p o exp, so th a t </> is a  Schwartz function on g. We define
${£) =  f  (/>(X)e2TrieiY)d X  (4)
J  g/A
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where the measure d X  on g /A  is a  Euclidean measure such th a t for all Schwartz 
functions 0  on g,
f  <f,(x)dx = f  {V  4>(X + Z))iX 
J g J g/A
We want to  show th a t Tr(-7Ten (<p)) =  0 for all n  ^  0, and to do this, we will 
s tart with (3). Let I' — nZ*  +  c \X*  +  c^Y* e Oen , which is the orbit corresponding 
to  the representation iren . We note th a t in this example, Ogn is the same as tn , but 
in general this is not true. Let X  e g such th a t X  — t \ X  +  t ^ Y  + t$Z = ( t i , 2̂ ,^3)- 
We have
For a fixed I' e OpTl, th a t is, for fixed n  /  0 and for fixed c i , c2 in IR, the inner 
integral is a constant, and we denote it by a. So, (5) becomes
and this is zero. Thus we have th a t for a  fixed f  e Oen , (ip o exp)(£') = 0, and 
so by (3) we see th a t Tr(TTpn (ip)) =  0. Since this is true for any nonzero n, then 
T r (7r£n (ip)) =  0 for all n  ^  0 and this proves the claim.
Since this ip is non-zero, is in L ^ ( G ) ,  and has the property th a t (p{tx) =  0 on a 
set of positive Plancherel measure (in fact a  set of infinite Plancherel measure), we 
see th a t the  condition th a t G is a  connected, simply-connected nilpotent Lie group 
in theorem 1 is necessary.
J g/A
(p> o exp)(ti, f2)e27rint3e2ir^ tlc l+ t2C2^df1df2df3
t  ( I  (ip o exp)( tu t2)e27ri(tlcl+t2C2)dt1dt2^
a e27rint3 d t
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